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1.

Introduction

Atkins have been commissioned by Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) to prepare a Natura Impact Statement
for the proposed project at Teesan Culvert on the N15 in Co. Sligo. The proposed project involves reactive
maintenance works under the TII North-West Term Maintenance Contract No. 3 to protect against further
degradation of the stream bed.
Teesan Culvert spans the Clegg stream, which flows to Sligo Bay. The culvert is located approximately 3km
upstream of Sligo Bay, which is designated as a Special Area of Conservation and Special Protection Area;
Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC and Cummeen Strand SPA respectively.

1.1.

Project Context

The Eirspan Bridge Management System covers all aspects of bridge management including routine and reactive
maintenance. Over the past number of years routine maintenance contracts have been undertaken by private
contractors under Bridge Term Maintenance contracts. A TII Bridges Term Maintenance Contract is currently
being delivered for all National Road Bridges in the Northwest region.
Under the Northwest Bridges Term Maintenance Contract No. 3, Atkins has been appointed as the Consultant to
carry out services under the Contract such as bridge inspections and reporting, ecological assessment,
production of contract documents, tender assessment, contract administration and site supervision. The Contract
involves the annual inspection and undertaking of routine and reactive maintenance works to all National Road
Bridges across all counties in the Northwest region, namely counties Donegal, Mayo, Galway, Sligo,
Roscommon, Cavan, Leitrim and Monaghan. This contract will run until 2021, where it is intended to carry out
annual routine maintenance work between circa June and December in each of the year. All works from each
year will be subject to the Appropriate Assessment (AA) process.
Although Teesan Culvert is not on the Eirspan system, the proposed project at the culvert will be progressed
under the North-West Term Maintenance Contract No. 3.

1.2.

Project Description

Teesan Culvert is a single span structure location on the N15, approximately 3km north of Sligo town (ITM ref:
569220.311, 839464.066). The bridge comprises a single span masonry structure at the upstream side with a
concrete invert base slab, while the downstream side of the bridge comprises a concrete box culvert extension
with natural riverbed. The bridge crosses the first order Cregg stream approximately 3km upstream of Sligo Bay.
There is significant scour damage in the vicinity of the structure as follows: 1. Localised depression of the stream bed at the eastern, upstream end of the arch section which has
exposed approximately 200mm of the base slab. The base slab at the arch section is a continuous slab
across the stream and is 300mm thick – the slab has been exposed but not undermined at the time of
inspection.
2. Depression of the stream bed at the western, downstream end. Bed levels are depressed at the western
end of the structure and the depression extends for 3m up to the masonry arch. Scouring to the mass
concrete abutments was observed, particularly at the northern abutment. This was measured to a
maximum of 400mm at western end.
3. The riverbed through the western section and extending to the west beyond the structure is depressed
throughout, as compared to previous inspections/observations at the time of construction/postconstruction.
It is proposed to construct a concrete invert slab to protect against further scour degradation of the stream bed
under the 3m long concrete extension to Teesan Culvert. This will be constructed to join and match the
specification of the existing base slab under the arch barrel. The Contractor’s Method Statement is included in
Appendix A.
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It is envisaged the works will be completed over a 5-week period. It is proposed to carry out remedial works in
the dry to repair the damage. This will be done by fluming the stream through the works area so that the
construction of the concrete invert slab may be constructed in the dry.
Atkins consulted with Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) in October 2020 regarding the proposed project. IFI confirmed
that a derogation licence is required to carry out the proposed project. A derogation licence was obtained from
IFI in January 2021 and is included in Appendix B. The Local Authorities (Works) Act, 1949 has specific provisions
in relation to emergency works concerning damage or the possibility of damage by flooding, landslide, subsidence
or other similar occurrence. In such instances the relevant local authority may execute works to offer relief or
protection. These works refer to responses necessary to prevent ‘serious injury to any person, land or permanent
construction’. The derogation licence was obtained with respect of these legislative provisions and thus, the
proposed project can be undertaken during the closed fisheries season, i.e. from October – June inclusive. Due
to the fact that the proposed project will be carried out in accordance with the obtained IFI derogation licence, it
is proposed to carry out the proposed project in late spring/ early summer 2021.
The conditions of the licence are incorporated into both the project methodology and the mitigation measures
detailed in Section 6.3 of this report. Following consultation with IFI regarding the conditions of the licence and
the proposed methods to over-pump the works area, Condition 20 of the licence is negated, which states ‘The
free passage of fish within the River is fully accommodated at all times’. IFI confirmed that once the over-pumping
is set up there is no requirement to maintain fish passage for the duration of the works.
Section 50 consent is not required for the proposed project, as the proposed project will not result in a reduction
of the cross-sectional area of Teesan Culvert.
It should be noted that there is an existing vegetation blockage within the Cregg stream downstream of Teesan
Culvert. The Contractor has liaised with Irish Water and they are reviewing the blockage as it is believed that a
live water main pipe at this location, which is catching vegetation and debris, is causing the blockage. Irish Water
will remove the blockage once the situation has been reviewed. Ideally, the removal of the blockage would be
completed prior to the proposed repair works at Teesan Culvert in order to sufficiently lower the water level;
however, the works described below assume that it is still in place. Thus, the removal of the vegetation from the
channel is not under the remit of the proposed project and is discussed in Section 6.2.3 ‘In-combination Impacts’.

Plate 1-1

Teesan Culvert - upstream elevation.
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Plate 1-2

Scour to riverbed on downstream elevation.

The Contractor’s method statement details how the proposed project will be carried out and the works sequence.
The Contractor’s method statement is included in Appendix A and is summarised in the text below.

Figure 1-1 – Dam set up for water management.
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Damming and over pumping
As shown in Figure 1-1, the contractor will set up the damming and over pumping system as follows (details have
been extracted from the Contractor’s method statement): •

All sandbags and pumps will be lifted into position by an excavator working on the bank and Hiab
parked on the road.

•

The Contractor will erect a sand bag dam consisting of (1 tonne bags) on the upstream side that will
completely block off the flow of the stream through the culvert – Dam1.

•

The top level of the dam will rise to 0.5m above the culvert soffit level and return either side to allow the
stream to burst its banks if required and attenuate in the field.

•

The Contractor will then erect Dam 2 and Dam 3 on the downstream side of the bridge and
downstream of the existing pipe.

•

The Contractor will first erect Dam 2 to full height (1 tonne bags).

•

Two rows of silt fencing will be erected between Dam 2 and Dam 3 to filter the pumped water from both
the upstream side and the area between Dam 1 and the blockage before it re-enters the live water
course.

•

Dam 3 will then be erected consisting of small sand bags to retain a small pocket of water between the
Dam 2 and Dam 3.

•

All sand bag dams will be double sealed with a layer of 1000 gauge polythene also.

•

The stream water will then be over pumped from the upstream side of Dam 1 and discharge on the
downstream side of Dam 2 but in front of the silt fencing.

•

To ensure the works are carried out in the dry, the stream water between the downstream side of Dam
1 and the upstream side of the blockage is to be gently lowered by pumping to discharge on the
downstream side of Dam 2 but in front of the silt fencing.

Pump sizing
From a flow test complete on site by the contractor, it was found that 2 no. 200mm pumps will be required to
over-pump the stream sufficiently with 30% additional capacity accounted for. The discharge hosing will be
secured at a high level through the culvert to avoid the hosing clashing with the proposed works or personnel.
This will require to be re-checked prior to the commencement of the works.
The area between the downstream side of Dam 1 and the upstream side of the pipe blockage requires additional
over pumping to dry out the works area.

Electrofishing
Once the dams are in place and the pumps set up, the Contractor will employ a suitably qualified and licensed
ecologist to carry out electrofishing from the pooled area. If available, the Contractor will firstly employ IFI to carry
out the electrofishing. Once this is completed, the Contractor will turn on the 6’’ pump and remove the water
pooled between the sandbags.

Working platform
A temporary hardstand will be placed on the upstream and downstream sides of the culvert, consisting of a layer
of Theram and clean aggregate over the existing surface to create a clean working platform. This platform will
prevent agitation to the stream bed and the heavily trafficked areas during the works.
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Surface Preparation
Once the surface of the culvert is dry, the operatives will level the aggregate that is remaining in the culvert using
shovels. The excavator will excavate the bed where it can reach from the bank to remove. Leanmix Concrete
C10/12 will be delivered to site and tipped in a pile at the field entrance. The excavator will then track buckets of
leanmix to the culvert opening, leaving a pile on the dried culvert bed. The operatives will barrow the concrete to
fill to the required formation level. The sections of concrete overspill to the existing plinths will be broken off by
hand using a lump hammer and removed from the bed of the culvert.

It appears that some of the original concrete placed in the culvert is still in place and is above the proposed
finished concrete level; this will be broken out by hand locally within the culvert, placed in a wheel barrow and
removed.

Proposed Concrete Slab
The concrete placed to the voids will act as a fill and a blinding. Two layers of A393 mesh will be placed across
the full length of the pours and tied in place using stainless steel typing wire.
The concrete will then be cast. A concrete pump will be positioned on the road and the concrete pumped into the
culvert. The pour will start on the upstream side and progress in a downstream direction. The concrete finish will
be completed using a timber float to leave a rough finish.
All excavated riverbed material will be sorted on site for re-installation onto the finished concrete once the
concrete works are complete. If the quantity of material removed from the channel is insufficient, a 300m layer of
imported washed clean round stone gravel will be placed across the structure. All materials will meet the
specification required by IFI prior to installation. The hardstand and geotextile will then be removed by hand.
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Removal of the temporary dam set up
IFI / Atkins / TII will be invited to inspect the works prior to removing the stream diversion.
On completion of the works, Dam 2, Dam 3 and the silt fencing is to be removed and the stream on the upstream
side of Dam 1 will be over pumped to upstream of the pipe blockage until the water level in the area extending
between downstream side of Dam 1 and the upstream side of the pipe blockage rises and overflows the blockage
to maintain the status quo.
Dam 1 and the pumps will be then be removed and the stream allowed to flow through the culvert.

Measures in a Flood Event
The Contractor’s method statement details measures that will be put in place in the unlikely occurrence of a flood
event:
‘The weather forecast is to be monitored daily, a 4-day window of fairly dry conditions (no heavy rain)
is required to carry out the concrete works. The Sandbags are placed at 500mm above the culvert in
case of a flash flood situation to give the Ops time to get out of the works area and release the bags if
required. (The water would have to attenuate in the field for a short period until the ops get out and the
bags are removed).
In a flood situation the works area will be allowed flood by removing the bags. Concrete works will not
happen unless a dry working window is achievable, so the risk is low. Bags will be removed to allow
waters pass through without damage to adjacent fields. Once the flood event dissipates, the works
would have to start over (place sandbags back into stream) and no pumping is permitted until the
stream is at low level, IFI have inspected the area and the works area has been electrofished. JCEL
shall advise IFI immediately if the works area has been flooded to ensure they can remove aquatic life
that may have become trapped in depressions, formworks etc. when the waters have dissipated’.
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2.

Scope of Study

The proposed project was previously subject to Screening for AA, where TII determined that the proposed project
required Appropriate Assessment.
Thus, the aim of this report is to provide supporting information to assist the competent authority to carry out an
Appropriate Assessment with respect to the proposed project.

2.1.

Legislative Context

Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and Wild Fauna and Flora, known as the ‘Habitats
Directive’ provides legal protection for habitats and species of European importance. Article 2 of the Directive
requires the maintenance or restoration of habitats and species of European Community interest, at a favourable
conservation status. Articles 3 – 9 provide the legislative means to protect habitats and species of Community
interest through the establishment and conservations of an EU-wide network of sites known as European sites.
European sites are Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) designated under the Habitats Directive and Special
Protection Areas (SPAs) designated under the Conservation of Wild Birds Directive (79/409/EEC).
Articles 6(3) and 6(4) of the Habitats Directive set out the decision-making tests for plans or projects that could
potentially affect European sites. Article 6(3) establishes the requirement for Appropriate Assessment: “Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of the site but likely
to have a significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects,
shall be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of the site's
conservation objectives. In the light of the conclusions of the assessment of the implications for the
site and subject to the provisions of paragraph 4, the competent national authorities shall agree to the
plan or project only after having ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity of the site
concerned and, if appropriate, after having obtained the opinion of the general public.”
Article 6 (4) deals with the steps that should be taken when it is determined, as a result of Appropriate
Assessment, that a plan or project will adversely affect a European site. Alternative solutions, imperative reasons
of overriding public interest (IROPI) and compensatory measures need to be addressed in this case. Article 6(4)
states: “If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in the absence of alternative
solutions, a plan or project must nevertheless be carried out for imperative reasons of overriding public
interest, including those of a social or economic nature, the Member State shall take all compensatory
measures necessary to ensure that the overall coherence of Natura 2000 is protected. It shall inform
the Commission of the compensatory measures adopted.
Where the site concerned hosts a priority natural habitat type and/or a priority species, the only
considerations which may be raised are those relating to human health or public safety, to beneficial
consequences of primary importance for the environment or, further to an opinion from the
Commission, to other imperative reasons of overriding public interest.”

2.2.

Appropriate Assessment Process

Guidance on the AA process was produced by the European Commission (EC, 2001; 2018), which was
subsequently used to develop guidance for Ireland by the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local
Government in 2009 (DEHLG, 2009) and also by the National Parks and Wildlife Service in 20181 (NPWS 2018).
These guidance documents set out a staged approach to complete the AA process and outlines the issues and
tests at each stage. The stages outlined below are taken from the guidance document Appropriate Assessment
of Plans and Projects in Ireland – Guidance for Planning Authorities (DEHLG, 2009).

1

https://www.npws.ie/development-consultations
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Figure 2-1 - Appropriate Assessment Process (Source: DEHLG, 2009).

2.2.1.

Screening for Appropriate Assessment

Screening is the process that addresses and records the reasoning and conclusions in relation to the first two
tests of Article 6(3): i.
ii.

Whether a plan or project is directly connected to or necessary for the management of the site, and
Whether a plan or project, alone or in combination with other plans and projects, is likely to have
significant effects on a European site in view of its conservation objectives.

If the effects are deemed to be significant, potentially significant, or uncertain, then the process must proceed to
Appropriate Assessment.

2.2.2.

Appropriate Assessment

Appropriate Assessment considers whether the plan or project, alone or in combination with other projects or
plans, will have adverse effects on the integrity of a European site, and includes any necessary mitigation
measures.
The competent authority can only agree to the plan or project after having ascertained that it will not adversely
affect the integrity of the site(s) concerned. If this cannot be determined, and where sufficient mitigation cannot
be achieved, the alternative solutions need to be considered and the process proceeds to the consideration of
alternative solutions.

2.2.3.

Alternative Solutions

This examines any alternative solutions or options that could enable the plan or project to proceed without
adverse effects on the integrity of a European site. The process must return to AA as alternatives will require
assessment in order to proceed. Demonstrating that all reasonable alternatives have been considered and
assessed, and that the least damaging option has been selected, it is necessary to examine whether there are
imperative reasons of overriding interest (IROPI).

2.2.4.

IROPI

This examines whether there are imperative reasons of overriding public interest for allowing a plan or project
that will have adverse effects on the integrity of a European site to proceed in cases where it has been established
that no less damaging alternative solution exists. Compensatory measures must be proposed and assessed, of
which the Commission must be informed.
The AA process only progresses through each of the full process for certain plans and projects. For example, for
a project not connected with the management of a European site and where no likely significant effects on a
European site in view of its conservation objectives are identified, the process stops at Screening for AA.
Throughout the process the precautionary principle must be applied, which requires that the conservation
objectives of Natura 2000 should prevail where there is uncertainty (EC, 2001; 2018).
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3.

Methods

3.1.

Legislation & Guidance Documents

This report was prepared with reference and due consideration to the following documents and due regard for
relevant case law, including but not limited to:
•

Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild flora and
fauna (Habitats Directive);

•

Statutory Instrument No. 477/2011 — European Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011;

•

National Parks and Wildlife Service - Development Consultations2 (NPWS 2018)

•

European Commission (2018). Managing Natura 2000 sites: the provisions of Article 6 of the ‘Habitats’
Directive 92/43/EEC;

•

European Commission (2001). Assessment of plans and projects significantly affecting Natura 2000 sites:
Methodological guidance on the provisions of Articles 6(3) and (4) of the Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC;

•

Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (2009). Appropriate Assessment of Plans
and Projects in Ireland. Guidance for Planning Authorities; and,

•

Case C-323/17 People Over Wind & anor. V. Coillte.

3.2.

Desk Study

A desk study was carried out to collate information available on European sites in the vicinity of the proposed
project. These areas were viewed using Google Earth, Google maps 3 and Bing maps4 (last accessed on
11/12/2020).
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and National Biodiversity Data Centre (NBDC) online databases
were reviewed concerning European sites and their features of interest in the vicinity of the proposed project.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) mapping 5 system was used to identify any hydrological connection
between the proposed project and European sites.
Locations and boundaries of all European sites within the potential zone of influence of the proposed project were
identified and reviewed using the NPWS online map viewer. Boundary shapefiles were also downloaded from
this site to facilitate the preparation of project graphics.
Desktop information on relevant European sites were reviewed on the NPWS website, including the site synopsis
for each SAC/SPA, the conservation objectives, the site boundaries as shown on the NPWS online map viewer,
the standard Natura 2000 Data Form for the SAC/SPA which details conditions and threats of the sites, and
published information and unpublished reports on the relevant European sites.
Relevant planning information for the surrounding area was reviewed using the planning enquiry systems of Sligo
County Council. Search criteria were implemented to determine whether such projects or plans that would not be
relevant to this study. This information was used to determine potential cumulative impacts from other plans /
projects with the proposed project.

2

https://www.npws.ie/development-consultations
https://www.google.ie/maps
4 http://www.bing.com/maps/
5 https://gis.epa.ie/EPAMaps/
3
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3.3.

Consultation

Atkins consulted with Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) in October 2020 regarding the proposed project. IFI have
confirmed that a derogation licence is required to carry out the proposed project. A derogation licence application
was obtained from IFI in January 2021.

3.4.

Statement of Authority

This report was prepared by Niamh Sweeney under the direction of Paul O’Donoghue, who also provided peer
review support.
Niamh Sweeney (BSc, MSc (Res)) is a freshwater ecologist with over 10 years’ experience in ecological
consultancy, with specialisms in macroinvertebrate and diatom taxonomy. Niamh has worked on numerous
Screenings for Appropriate Assessment, Natura Impact Statements and Ecological Impact Assessments for
private architect firms, waste companies, numerous County Councils, the OPW and Inland Fisheries Ireland.
Emma Nickelsen has a BSc (Hons) in Environmental Biology and an MSc in Marine Biology. Emma has worked
in ecological and environmental consultancy since 2017, working on a wide range of projects including bridge
works, road construction, local amenity development and renewable energy. A focus of Emma’s work to date has
been on conducting Appropriate Assessment screenings, ecological appraisals and supporting the preparation
of Natura Impact Statements and Ecological Impact Statements.
Paul O’Donoghue has a BSc (Zoology), MSc (Behavioural Ecology) and a PhD in avian ecology and genetics.
Paul is a chartered member of the Society for the Environment (CEnv) and a full member of the Chartered Institute
of Ecology and Environmental Management (MCIEEM). Paul has over 18 years’ experience in ecology; including
extensive experience in the preparation of Habitat Directive Assessments / Natura Impact Statements (i.e.
Appropriate Assessment under Article 6(3) of the EU Habitats Directive).
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4.

Existing Environment

Teesan Culvert lies within the Sligo Bay and Drowse Water Framework Directive (WFD) Catchment and Drumcliff
WFD subcatchment (35_13). Teesan Culvert spans the Cregg stream (EPA code IE_WE_35C980970), which is
a small first order stream that flows in a western direction before discharging to Sligo Bay approximately 3km
downstream of Teesan Culvert. It should be noted that while Sligo Bay comprises three bays and Teesan Culvert
is only hydrologically connected to Cummeen Strand via the Cregg Stream. The Cregg stream is not sampled by
the EPA and therefore it is not assigned an ecological status in terms of water quality.
Sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus), river lamprey (Lampetra fluviatilis) and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) migrate
through Sligo Bay to the Garryvogue River, which is the outflow from Lough Gill and its associated catchment
(CFB, 2008).
Cregg stream is a small second order stream that has approximately 930m of channel upstream of Teesan
Culvert. Therefore, Cregg stream is unlikely to support migrating species such as river lamprey and would not be
of suitable character, nature or size to support sea lamprey.
Teesan Culvert is located in a rural and agricultural setting with agricultural grassland fields present both
upstream and downstream of the culvert. There are no native woodlands or ancient and long established
woodlands present in the vicinity of Teesan Culvert (O’Neill et al., 2010), nor are there hedgerows or treelines in
the vicinity of the proposed project that provide connectivity to such woodlands.
There are records for otter within the 10km grid square (G63) in which Teesan Culvert is situated, however
specific locations are only provided for those along the coastline of Sligo Bay and the Garvoge River that flows
through Sligo town. Although records of otter have not been recorded in the vicinity of Teesan culvert, otter may
travel along the Cregg stream and may occur in the vicinity of the proposed works area.
There are no records of invasive species, such as Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica), Himalayan balsam
(Impatiens glandulifera), or Giant hogweed (Heracleum mantegazzianum) in the vicinity of Teesan Culvert on the
NDBC database. The BSBI holds a record for Japanese knotweed within 2km of the culvert from 1999 but the
location is not disclosed.
As stated above, Teesan Culvert spans Cregg stream, which flows for ca. 3km to where is discharges to Sligo
Bay. The area where is discharges is along the north coast of Sligo harbour between Ballincar village and Rosses
Point. Sligo Bay is a transitional waterbody of ‘Moderate’ status. The estuarine waters are characterised by
Mudflats and sandflats and marine community habitat types of intertidal reef and fine sand community complexes
(NPWS, 2013). The coastline on Sligo Harbour is not characterised by dune systems.
Sligo Bay also supports a number of wading and wintering birds. At low tide, the extensive sand and mudflats
within the bay are exposed and these provide the main food supply for wintering waterfowl (NPWS, 2014).
Cummeen Strand supports important concentrations of wintering waterfowl, including an internationally important
Light-bellied Brent Goose flock (Branta bernicla hrota) and nationally important populations of Oystercatcher
(Haematopus ostralegus) and Redshank (Tringa totanus).
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5.

Screening for Appropriate Assessment

5.1.

Connectivity of Proposed Project to European Sites

The ‘zone of influence’ (ZoI) for a project is the area over which ecological features may be subject to significant
effects as a result of the proposed project and associated activities. This is likely to extend beyond the project
site, for example where there are ecological or hydrological links beyond the site boundaries. The zone of
influence will vary for different ecological features depending on their sensitivity to an environmental change
(CIEEM, 2019).
A distance of 15km is recommended in the case of plans, as a potential zone of influence and this distance is
derived from UK guidance (Scott Wilson et al., 2006). However, for projects the distance could be much less,
and in some cases less than 100m. National Parks and Wildlife Service guidance6 advises that this must be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis with reference to the nature, size and location of the project, the sensitivities
of the ecological receptors, and the potential for in-combination effects.
Thus, given the nature, scale and extent of the proposed project, the potential zone of influence will consider
European sites with regard to the location of a European site, the QIs of the site and their potential mobility
outside that European site, the Cause-Pathway-Effect model and potential environment effects of the proposed
project.

5.1.1.

Special Areas of Conservation

The SACs within the potential zone of influence of the proposed project are detailed in Table 5-1, along with
their features of interest. As shown in Table 5-1, the SAC that is within the zone of influence of the proposed
project at Teesan Culvert is Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC (000627).

5.1.2.

Special Protection Areas

The SPAs within the potential zone of influence of the proposed project are detailed in Table 5-2, along with
their features of interest. As shown in Table 5-2, the SPA that is within the zone of influence of the proposed
project at Teesan Culvert is Cummeen Strand SPA (004035).

6

DoEHLG (2009). Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland. Guidance for Planning Authorities. Department of
Environment, Heritage and Local Government, Dublin, Ireland.
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Table 5-1 - SACs within potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Site Name

Approximate
distance

Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo
Bay) SAC

Ca. 3km
downstream

Features of Interest
•

Estuaries [1130]

Yes

•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
[1140]

•

Embryonic shifting dunes [2110]

•

Hydrological connectivity is present
via the Cregg stream to Sligo Bay.
Therefore, this site is considered
further in this assessment.

Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria
(white dunes) [2120]

•

Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation (grey
dunes) [2130]

•

Juniperus communis formations on heaths or calcareous
grasslands [5130]

•

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (* important
orchid sites) [6210]

•

Petrifying springs with tufa formation (Cratoneurion) [7220]

•

Vertigo angustior (Narrow-mouthed Whorl Snail) [1014]

•

Petromyzon marinus (Sea Lamprey) [1095]

•

Lampetra fluviatilis (River Lamprey) [1099]

•

Phoca vitulina (Harbour Seal) [1365]

•

Natural eutrophic lakes with Magnopotamion or
Hydrocharition - type vegetation [3150]

•

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (* important
orchid sites) [6210]

•

Old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British
Isles [91A0]

•

Alluvial forests with Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior
(Alno-Padion, Alnion incanae, Salicion albae) [91E0]

•

Austropotamobius pallipes (White-clawed Crayfish) [1092]

•

Petromyzon marinus (Sea Lamprey) [1095]

(000627)

Lough Gill SAC (001976)
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Ca. 3.3km straightline distance

Within ZoI

No
There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.
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Site Name

Ben Bulben, Gleniff and Glenade
Complex SAC (000623)
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Approximate
distance

4km straight-line
distance

Features of Interest
•

Lampetra planeri (Brook Lamprey) [1096]

•

Lampetra fluviatilis (River Lamprey) [1099]

•

Salmo salar (Salmon) [1106]

•

Lutra lutra (Otter) [1355]

•

Water courses of plain to montane levels with the
Ranunculion fluitantis and Callitricho-Batrachion vegetation
[3260]

•

Northern Atlantic wet heaths with Erica tetralix [4010]

•

European dry heaths [4030]

•

Alpine and Boreal heaths [4060]

•

Juniperus communis formations on heaths or calcareous
grasslands [5130]

•

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (* important
orchid sites) [6210]

•

Species-rich Nardus grasslands, on siliceous substrates in
mountain areas (and submountain areas, in Continental
Europe) [6230]

•

Hydrophilous tall herb fringe communities of plains and of the
montane to alpine levels [6430]

•

Transition mires and quaking bogs [7140]

•

Petrifying springs with tufa formation (Cratoneurion) [7220]

•

Alkaline fens [7230]

•

Siliceous scree of the montane to snow levels
(Androsacetalia alpinae and Galeopsietalia ladani) [8110]

•

Calcareous and calcshist screes of the montane to alpine
levels (Thlaspietea rotundifolii) [8120]

•

Calcareous rocky slopes with chasmophytic vegetation
[8210]

•

Vertigo geyeri (Geyer's Whorl Snail) [1013]

•

Lutra lutra (Otter) [1355]

Within ZoI

No
There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.
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Site Name

Approximate
distance

Ballysadare Bay SAC (000622)

9km straight-line
distance

Union Wood SAC (000638)

Streedagh Point Dunes SAC (001680)
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Features of Interest

Within ZoI

•

Estuaries [1130]

No

•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
[1140]

•

Embryonic shifting dunes [2110]

•

Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria
(white dunes) [2120]

•

Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation (grey
dunes) [2130]

There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.

•

Humid dune slacks [2190]

•

Vertigo angustior (Narrow-mouthed Whorl Snail) [1014]

•

Phoca vitulina (Harbour Seal) [1365]

10km straight-line
distance

•

Old sessile oak woods with Ilex and Blechnum in the British
Isles [91A0]

No

10.9km straightline distance

•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
[1140]

No

•

Perennial vegetation of stony banks [1220]

•

Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-Puccinellietalia maritimae)
[1330]

•

Mediterranean salt meadows (Juncetalia maritimi) [1410]

•

Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria
(white dunes) [2120]

•

Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation (grey
dunes) [2130]

•

Vertigo angustior (Narrow-mouthed Whorl Snail) [1014]

There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.

There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.
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Site Name

Approximate
distance

Bunduff Lough and
Machair/Trawalua/Mullaghmore SAC
(000625)

12.5km straightline distance

Glenade Lough SAC (001919)

Arroo Mountain SAC (001403)
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14km straight-line
distance

14.7km straightline distance

Features of Interest

Within ZoI

•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide
[1140]

•

Large shallow inlets and bays [1160]

•

Reefs [1170]

•

Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila arenaria
(white dunes) [2120]

•

Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation (grey
dunes) [2130]

•

Humid dune slacks [2190]

•

Machairs (* in Ireland) [21A0]

•

Juniperus communis formations on heaths or calcareous
grasslands [5130]

•

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (* important
orchid sites) [6210]

•

Alkaline fens [7230]

•

Euphydryas aurinia (Marsh Fritillary) [1065]

•

Petalophyllum ralfsii (Petalwort) [1395]

•

Natural eutrophic lakes with Magnopotamion or
Hydrocharition - type vegetation [3150]

•

Austropotamobius pallipes (White-clawed Crayfish) [1092]

•

Najas flexilis (Slender Naiad) [1833]

There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.

•

Northern Atlantic wet heaths with Erica tetralix [4010]

No

•

European dry heaths [4030]

•

Alpine and Boreal heaths [4060]

•

Blanket bogs (* if active bog) [7130]

•

Petrifying springs with tufa formation (Cratoneurion) [7220]

There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI

No
There is no hydrological connectivity
between the proposed project and
the SAC, nor is there connectivity via
landscape features. Therefore, this
SAC is not considered within the ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.

No
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Site Name
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Approximate
distance

Features of Interest
•

Calcareous and calcshist screes of the montane to alpine
levels (Thlaspietea rotundifolii) [8120]

•

Calcareous rocky slopes with chasmophytic vegetation
[8210]

Within ZoI
of the proposed project and is not
considered further.
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Table 5-2 - SPAs within potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Site Name

Approximate
distance

Cummeen Strand SPA

Ca. 3km
downstream

(004035)

Drumcliff Bay SPA
(004013)

Features of Interest

2.5km straightline distance

Sligo/Leitrim Uplands
SPA (004187)

3.2km straightline distance

Ballintemple and
Ballygilgan SPA
(004234)

5.9km straightline distance

Ballysadare Bay SPA
(004129)

9km straight-line
distance
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•

Within ZoI

•

Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota)
[A046]

•

Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) [A130]

•

Redshank (Tringa totanus) [A162]

•

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999]

•

Sanderling (Calidris alba) [A144]

No

•

Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) [A157]

•

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999]

There is no hydrological connectivity between the proposed
project and the SPA, nor is there connectivity via landscape
features. Given the scale and extent of the proposed project and
distance to the SPA, no disturbance impacts are anticipated.
Therefore, this SPA is not considered within the ZoI of the
proposed project and is not considered further.

•

Peregrine (Falco peregrinus) [A103]

No

•

Chough (Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax) [A346]

There is no hydrological connectivity between the proposed
project and the SPA, nor is there connectivity via landscape
features. Given the scale and extent of the proposed project and
distance to the SPA, no disturbance impacts are anticipated.
Therefore, this SPA is not considered within the ZoI of the
proposed project and is not considered further.

Barnacle Goose (Branta leucopsis) [A045]

Yes
Hydrological connectivity is present via the Cregg stream to
Sligo Bay. Therefore, this site is considered further in this
assessment.

No
There is no hydrological connectivity between the proposed
project and the SPA, nor is there connectivity via landscape
features. Given the scale and extent of the proposed project and
distance to the SPA, no disturbance impacts are anticipated.
Therefore, this SPA is not considered within the ZoI of the
proposed project and is not considered further.

•

Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota)
[A046]

•

Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola) [A141]

•

Dunlin (Calidris alpina) [A149]

•

Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica) [A157]

No
There is no hydrological connectivity between the proposed
project and the SPA, nor is there connectivity via landscape
features. Given the scale and extent of the proposed project and
distance to the SPA, no disturbance impacts are anticipated.
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Site Name

Ardboline Island and
Horse Island SPA
(004135)

Approximate
distance

13.5km straightline distance
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Features of Interest

Within ZoI

•

Redshank (Tringa totanus) [A162]

•

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999]

•

Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) [A017]

No

•

Barnacle Goose (Branta leucopsis) [A045]

There is no hydrological connectivity between the proposed
project and the SPA, nor is there connectivity via landscape
features. Given the scale and extent of the proposed project and
distance to the SPA, no disturbance impacts are anticipated.
Therefore, this SPA is not considered within the ZoI of the
proposed project and is not considered further.

Therefore, this SPA is not considered within the ZoI of the
proposed project and is not considered further.
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5.2.

Brief Description of European Sites

5.2.1.

Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC

NPWS (2016) site synopsis describes the site and is summarised as follows: ‘This large coastal site extends from Cullamore in the north-west to Killaspug in the south-west, and
from Sligo town in the south-east to Drumcliff village in the northeast. It encompasses two large,
shallow bays, Drumcliff Bay and Sligo Harbour, and both Ardboline and Horse Island. Sand dunes
and sand hills at Rosses Point, Killaspug, Yellow Strand and Coney Island are included, as are
grasslands at Ballintemple and Ballygilgan (Lissadell), along with a variety of other habitats such as
woodland, saltmarsh, sandy beaches, boulder beaches, shingle, fen, freshwater marshes, rocky sea
cliffs and lakes. The site is largely underlain by Carboniferous limestone, but acidic rocks are also
found on the Rosses Point peninsula. At Serpent Rock in the north-western section of the site the
most complete section of the northwestern Carboniferous strata is exposed. Here are found an
excellent series of fossilised corals which, in some strata, stand out from the rock matrix.
The dominant habitats on the site are estuaries and intertidal sand and mud flats. Sligo Harbour
receives the waters of the Garavogue River, which flows from Lough Gill, while Drumcliff Bay
receives the Drumcliff River which flows from Glencar Lough. At low tide extensive areas of intertidal
flats are exposed in both of these sheltered estuarine bays. The intertidal flats support a diverse
macrofauna, with invertebrate species such as lugworm (Arenicola marina), common cockle
(Cerastoderma edule), sand mason worm (Lanice conchilega), Baltic tellin (Macoma balthica), spire
shell (Hydrobia ulvae) and common mussel (Mytilus edulis) being frequent. Of particular note is the
presence of the eelgrasses Zostera noltii and Z. angustifolia beds in both bays. Areas of saltmarsh
fringe both bays in places.
Sand dune habitats are rare and threatened in Europe and three types are found in this site embryonic dunes, Marram (Ammophila arenaria) dunes and fixed dunes. Embryonic dunes, with
characteristic species including Sand Couch (Elymus farctus), occur at the southern end of the sand
spit at Rosses Point. Shifting Marram dunes are found in a number of locations, including Rosses
Point, Strandhill, Coney Island and Yellow Strand. In the latter three areas, the areas of shifting dunes
are linked at least to some extend to recent disturbance (e.g. erosion, storm breaches, etc.).
Fixed dune grassland is found behind Yellow Strand, and the main species are Sand Sedge (Carex
arenaria) and Smooth Meadow-grass (Poa pratensis), with associated species including Lady's
Bedstraw (Galium verum), Mouse-ear Hawkweed (Hieracium pilosella), Common Milkwort (Polygala
vulgaris), Common Dog-violet (Viola riviniana), Mountain Everlasting (Antennaria dioica), Common
Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhiza fuchsii), Early Marsh-orchid (D. incarnata), Frog Orchid (Coeloglossum
viride) and Autumn Lady's-tresses (Spiranthes spiralis). Some areas of fixed dune at the site are
suffering from under-grazing (e.g. north of Strandhill), and have a rank vegetation dominated by
Marram, with species such as Red Fescue (Festuca rubra), Creeping Willow (Salix repens), Daisy
(Bellis perennis) and Wild Thyme (Thymus praecox) also occurring. A relatively species-poor
example of the habitat is found at Rosses Point, but typical species like Marram, Red Fescue, Lady’s
Bedstraw, Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia), Kidney Vetch (Anthyllis vulneraria) and Common
Mouse-ear (Cerastium fontanum) do occur here.
An area with Juniper (Juniperus communis) scrub is found on a gravel hill with species-rich fixed
dune vegetation. Other species present in this area include Marram, Autumn Gentian (Gentianella
amarella), Red Fescue, Lady’s Bedstraw, Common Bird’s-foot-trefoil, Harebell, Yellow-wort
(Blackstonia perfoliata), Thyme-leaved Sandwort (Arenaria serpyllifolia), Common Whitlowgrass
(Erophila verna), Hoary Whitlowgrass (Draba incana), Devil’s-bit Scabious (Succisa pratensis) and
Early Hair-grass (Aira praecox). An area of approximately 3.7 hectares of Orchid-rich Calcareous
Grassland, a habitat listed with priority status on Annex I of the E.U. Habitats Directive, is reported
to occur near Rosses Point, according to the Irish Semi-natural Grasslands Survey, 2010.
Wetlands on the site include Doonweelin Lake, a freshwater lake on the Rosses Point peninsula,
which supports interesting vegetation communities that reflect the juxtaposition of the underlying
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acidic and basic rocks. Ardtermon Fen, a small, floristically-rich area of freshwater marsh, swamp,
wet grassland and fen is situated at the back of the Yellow Strand sand hills.
The site includes small areas of Hazel (Corylus avellana) and Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) woodland on
limestone (e.g. Cummeen Wood), and several other stands of mixed woodland and wet willow (Salix
spp.) woodland (as at Ardtermon Fen).
Cliff-top grassland is common in the north-western part of the site. This is typically dominated by Red
Fescue and White Clover (Trifolium repens), with associated species including Daisy, Common
Bird's-foot-trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), plantains (Plantago coronopus, P. lanceolata and P. maritima),
Bulbous Buttercup (Ranunculus bulbosus), Common Scurvygrass (Cochlearia officinalis), Field
Wood-rush (Luzula campestris) and Spring Sedge (Carex caryophyllea).
The site has a good example of petrifying springs with tufa formations, with several species of
bryophyte typical of the Cratoneurion. The springs occur along seepage zones in clay sea cliffs on
the northern side of Sligo Harbour.
The site has a very rich and diverse flora, on account of the wide variety of habitats found, and the
presence of both basic and acidic substrates. Several rare, Red Data Book species have been
recorded from the site, including Rough Poppy (Papaver hybridum) which is also listed under the
Flora (Protection) Order, 2015, Hoary Whitlowgrass and Yellow Saxifrage (Saxifraga aizoides).
At least five species listed on Annex II of the E.U. Habitats Directive are found within this site.
Drumcliff Bay is important for the presence of a breeding population of Common Seal. Ardboline and
Horse Islands on the western side of the site are also important as haul-out areas for this species. A
minimum population of 12–15 individuals was estimated from counts made in various month in 2007
and 2008. Sea Lamprey and River Lamprey have been recorded in the Garavogue River, and River
Lamprey are also known from further upstream in the tributaries of Lough Gill. The Marsh Fritillary
butterfly is found at Rosses Point, while the rare snail Vertigo angustior has recently been recorded
from sand dunes at Killaspugbrone.
Cummeen Strand/Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) is an important site of high conservation significance,
which includes a wide variety of habitat types, including several listed on Annex I of the E.U. Habitats
Directive, several species listed on Annex II of this Directive, large and important populations of
waterfowl and seabirds, and several rare plant species.’
5.2.1.1.

Features of Interest

Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay SAC is designated for the habitats and species listed in Table 5-3. Due to the
size and geographic range of the SAC, not all qualifying interests of the SAC are within the ZoI of the proposed
project. It is important to note that the proposed project is hydrologically connected to the SAC and therefore,
potential impacts will be indirect in nature to habitats and species in the vicinity of the bridge and indirect in nature
via surface water pathways.
Given the location of the proposed project and the nature and scale of the proposed works, the qualifying interests
of the SAC that are within the ZoI are habitats and species that are present in the vicinity of the bridge and surface
water dependent habitats and species. These are summarised in Table 5-3 and are listed below:•

Estuaries [1130]

•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide [1140]

•

Petromyzon marinus (Sea Lamprey) [1095]

•

Lampetra fluviatilis (River Lamprey) [1099]

•

Phoca vitulina (Harbour Seal) [1365]
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5.2.1.2.

Conservation Objectives

The conservation objectives of the qualifying interests within the ZoI of the proposed works are broadly
summarised below for Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay SAC :•

To maintain the favourable conservation condition of Estuaries in Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay
(Sligo Bay) SAC.

•

To maintain the favourable conservation condition of Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater
at low tide in Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC.

•

To restore the favourable conservation condition of Sea Lamprey in Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay
(Sligo Bay) SAC.

•

To maintain the favourable conservation condition of River Lamprey in Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay
(Sligo Bay) SAC.

•

To maintain the favourable conservation condition of Harbour Seal in Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay
(Sligo Bay) SAC.

5.2.1.3.

Potential Threats

The threats, pressures and activities with impacts on the SAC7 are itemised in Table 5-3.
Table 5-3 – Threats, pressures and activities with impacts on the SAC.

7

Rank

Threats and pressures
(code)

Threats and pressure (type)

Inside/outside/both (i/o/b)

M

J01.01

Burning down

i

H

F01.01

Intensive fish farming, intensification

i

M

D03.01

Port areas

i

L

J02.11.01

Dumping, depositing of dredged deposits

i

L

E03.03

Disposal of inert materials

i

L

J02.12.01

Sea defense or coast protection works, tidal
barrages

i

M

E01.03

Dispersed habitation

i

M

I01

Invasive non-native species

i

M

G02.01

Golf course

i

M

A02.01

Agricultural intensification

i

L

G05.01

Camping and caravans

i

M

D03

Shipping lanes, ports, marine constructions

i

L

G02.08

Camping and caravans

i

M

G01.03.02

Off-road motorized driving

i

M

G01.02

Walking, horse-riding and non-motorised
vehicles

i

https://www.npws.ie/sites/default/files/protected-sites/natura2000/NF000627.pdf
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Table 5-4 - Qualifying interests of the SAC within the ZoI of the proposed project.
Qualifying Interest

Location

Within Zone of Influence

Estuaries

The inner extent of Cummeen Strand is estuarine in character. The point at which the
Cregg Stream discharges to the bay is estuarine.

Yes

Thus, this habitat is considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at
low tide

Mudflats and sandflats are distributed throughout the intertidal extent of the bay. The
Cregg Stream discharges into an estuarine channel which remains covered at low tide.
However, the habitat surrounding the channel includes mudflats and sandflats, so these
habitats are connected to the stream outside of low tide.

Yes

Thus, this habitat is considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Embryonic shifting dunes

This habitat is only present at the outer reaches of Cummeen Strand and in Drumcliff Bay
(NPWS, 2013).

No

Thus, this habitat is not considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Shifting dunes along the shoreline with Ammophila
arenaria (white dunes)

This habitat is not present within Cummeen Strand (NPWS, 2013).

Fixed coastal dunes with herbaceous vegetation (grey
dunes)*

This habitat is only present at the outer reaches of Cummeen Strand and in Drumcliff Bay
(NPWS, 2013).

No

Thus, this habitat is not considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
No

Thus, this habitat is not considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Juniperus communis formations on heaths or
calcareous grasslands

This habitat is only present on Rosses Point between the two bays (NPWS, 2013).

No

Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on
calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia) (*
important orchid sites)

This habitat is present within terrestrial extents of the SAC. As the proposed project is
only connected to the SAC via hydrological pathways, this habitat is not considered to be
within the ZoI of the proposed project.

No

Petrifying springs with tufa formation (Cratoneurion)*

Petrifying springs are located on the north-eastern side of the estuary (NPWS, 2013) and
are not located along the Cregg stream.

No

Thus, this habitat is not considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.

Thus, this habitat is not considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Harbour Seal (Phoca vitulina)

Seals can be present throughout the SAC. However, there are no resting or breeding
sites within Cummeen Strand (NPWS, 2013).

Yes

Thus, this species is considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
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Qualifying Interest

Location

Within Zone of Influence

Narrow-mouthed Whorl Snail (Vertigo angustior)

This species is located in Strandhill at the western extent of the bay (NPWS, 2013).

No

Thus, this species is not considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
Sea Lamprey (Petromyzon marinus)

Sea lamprey migrate through Sligo Bay to and from the Garavogue River, which flows
out of Lough Gill.

Yes

Thus, this species is considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
River Lamprey (Lampetra fluviatilis)

Adult river lamprey migrates through Sligo Bay to and from the Garavogue River, which
flows out of Lough Gill.

Yes

Thus, this species is considered to be within the potential ZoI of the proposed project.
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5.2.2.

Cummeen Strand SPA

Cummeen Strand SPA is described as follows in the NPWS site synopsis:‘Cummeen Strand is a large shallow bay stretching from Sligo Town westwards to Coney Island. It
is one of three estuarine bays within Sligo Bay and is situated between Drumcliff Bay to the north
and Ballysadare Bay to the south. The Garavogue River flows into the bay and forms a permanent
channel.
At low tide, extensive sand and mud flats are exposed. These support a diverse macro-invertebrate
fauna which provides the main food supply for the wintering waterfowl. Invertebrate species such as
Lugworm (Arenicola marina), Ragworm (Hediste diversicolor), Cockles (Cerastoderma edule), Sand
Mason (Lanice conchilega), Baltic Tellin (Macoma balthica), Spire Shell (Hydrobia ulvae) and
Mussels (Mytilus edulis) are frequent. Of particular note is the presence of eelgrass (Zostera noltii
and Z. angustifolia) beds, which provide a valuable food stock for herbivorous wildfowl. The estuarine
and intertidal flat habitats are of conservation significance and are listed on Annex I of the E.U.
Habitats Directive. Areas of salt marsh fringe the bay in places and provide roosting sites for birds
during the high tide periods. Sand dunes occur at Killaspug Point and Coney Island, with a shingle
spit at Standalone Point near Sligo Town.
The site is a Special Protection Area (SPA) under the E.U. Birds Directive, of special conservation
interest for the following species: Light-bellied Brent Goose, Oystercatcher and Redshank. The E.U.
Birds Directive pays particular attention to wetlands, and as these form part of this SPA, the site and
its associated waterbirds are of special conservation interest for Wetland & Waterbirds. Cummeen
Strand supports important concentrations of wintering waterfowl, including an internationally
important Light-bellied Brent Goose flock (223) and nationally important populations of Oystercatcher
(680) and Redshank (408). Other species occurring include Shelduck (86), Wigeon (149), Teal (54),
Mallard (145), Red-breasted Merganser (15), Golden Plover (428), Lapwing (695), Knot (165),
Sanderling (14), Dunlin (539), Bar-tailed Godwit (85), Curlew (430), Greenshank (13) and Turnstone
(62) - all figures are mean peak counts for 4 of the 5 winters between 1995/96 and 1999/2000.
Whooper Swan (7) also uses the site, though not regularly.
Cummeen Strand SPA is of high ornithological importance with one species, Light-bellied Brent
Goose, occurring in numbers of international importance. In addition, the site supports nationally
important populations of a further two species. The regular presence of Golden Plover and Bar-tailed
Godwit is of particular note as these species are listed on Annex I of the E.U. Birds Directive. The
site is also important as a component of the much larger Sligo Bay complex. Cummeen Strand is a
Ramsar Convention site.’
5.2.2.1.

Features of Interests

The site is designated as a SPA under the EU Birds Directive for the bird species listed below and associated
supporting wetlands.
•

Light-bellied Brent Goose (Branta bernicla hrota) [A046]

•

Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) [A130]

•

Redshank (Tringa totanus) [A162]

•

Wetland and Waterbirds [A999]
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5.2.2.2.

Conservation Objectives

The Conservation Objectives for Cummeen Strand SPA are to maintain the favourable conservation condition of
the bird species listed as Special Conservation Interests for this SPA 8.(last accessed 15/12/2020).
The favourable conservation status of a species is achieved when: •

population dynamics data on the species concerned indicate that it is maintaining itself on a long‐term
basis as a viable component of its natural habitats, and

•

the natural range of the species is neither being reduced nor is likely to be reduced for the foreseeable
future, and

•

there is, and will probably continue to be, a sufficiently large habitat to maintain its populations on a long‐
term basis.

The conservation objective for non-breeding birds Special Conservation Interests of Cork Harbour SPA (NPWS,
2013a) are summarised in Table 5-5.
Table 5-5 – Conservation Objectives of Cummeen Strand SPA.
Objective 1: To maintain the favourable conservation condition of the waterbird Special Conservation Interest species
listed for Cummeen Strand SPA, which is defined by the following list of attributes and targets: Parameter

Attribute

Measure

Target

Population

Population
Trend

Percentage change as per
population trend assessment using
waterbird count data collected
through the Irish Wetland Bird
Survey and other surveys

The long term population trend should be
stable or increasing

Range

Distribution

Range, timing or intensity of use of
areas used by waterbirds, as
determined by regular low tide and
other waterbird surveys

There should be no significant decrease in
the range, timing or intensity of use of
areas by the waterbird species of Special
Conservation Interest other than that
occurring from natural patterns of
variation.

Area

Wetland
habitat

Area (Ha)

The permanent area occupied by the
wetland habitat should be stable and not
significantly less than the area of 1732 Ha,
other than that occurring from natural
patterns of variation.

5.2.2.3.

Potential Threats

The threats, pressures and activities9 with impact on Cork Harbour SPA are itemised in Table 5-7.
Table 5-6 – Threats, pressures and activities with impacts on the SPA.

8
9

Rank

Threats and pressures
(code)

Threats and pressures (type)

Inside/outside/both (i/o/b)

M

D01.02

Roads, motorways

o

H

J02.01.02

Reclamation of land from sea, estuary or
marsh

i

H

D03.02

Shipping lanes

i

H

E02

Industrial or commercial areas

b

https://www.npws.ie/sites/default/files/protected-sites/conservation_objectives/CO004030.pdf
https://www.npws.ie/sites/default/files/protected-sites/natura2000/NF004035.pdf
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Rank

Threats and pressures
(code)

Threats and pressures (type)

Inside/outside/both (i/o/b)

M

E01

Urbanised areas, human habitation

o

L

F02.03

Leisure fishing

i

M

A08

Fertilisation

o

M

H

Pollution

i

H

F01

Marine and Freshwater Aquaculture

i

Table 5-7 - Qualifying interests of the SPA within the ZoI of the proposed project.
Qualifying Interest

Location

Within Zone of
Influence

Oystercatcher (Haematopus
ostralegus)

Oystercatcher, Light-bellied Brent Goose and
Redshank occur throughout the SPA. However,
the point at which the Cregg Stream discharges to
the bay comprises a subtidal channel. Therefore,
areas around the channel are only connected to
the stream outside of low tide.

Yes

Light-bellied Brent Goose
(Branta bernicla hrota)
Redshank (Tringa totanus)

These three species are considered to be within
the ZoI of the proposed project.
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6.

Appropriate Assessment

6.1.

Introduction

This section of the report assesses the European site in more detail and examines where likely significant effects
may arise. Where these effects are identified, avoidance and mitigation measures are proposed to offset these
effects. These are discussed below in the following sections.

6.2.

Impact Evaluation

6.2.1.

‘Do Nothing’ Impact

In the case of the proposed project the ‘do nothing’ approach would be not to repair the existing culvert and not
to install the concrete slab and carry out scour repair works. In the absence of the proposed project, the culvert
will continue to convey flows under the N15. As the existing culvert is experiencing degradation due to scour, in
the absence of repair works, this degradation will continue and could ultimately result in structural failure of the
culvert.

6.2.2.

Potential impacts during the works

In summary and as outlined in Section 5 above, the features of interest of Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo
Bay) SAC that are within the zone of influence of the proposed works are: •

Estuaries [1130]

•

Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater at low tide [1140]

•

Petromyzon marinus (Sea Lamprey) [1095]

•

Lampetra fluviatilis (River Lamprey) [1099]

•

Phoca vitulina (Harbour Seal) [1365]

The bird species for which Cummeen Strand SPA is designated and associated supporting wetlands are also
within the zone of influence of the proposed project.
6.2.2.1.

Direct impacts

The proposed project is located upstream of the SAC and SPA boundaries. The proposed project is located ca.
3km upstream of the SAC and SPA and ca. 1.7km straight-line distance. The works are anticipated to be
undertaken within a 5-week period. Given the nature and extent of the proposed project, direct impacts to the
qualifying interests of the SAC and SPA will not occur during the construction phase of the proposed project.
6.2.2.2.

Indirect impacts

Teesan Culvert is hydrologically linked to the SAC and SPA via surface water pathways. The mobilisation of silts,
nutrients, hydrocarbons and concrete materials, could potentially occur during the works. Spillages of products
in their liquid state could also potentially occur during the works. Therefore, there is potential for the proposed
project to impact upon both the Cregg stream and the area of Sligo Bay where the Cregg stream enters the bay.
The habitats of the SAC such as estuaries and inter-tidal mudflats are sensitive to anthropogenic activities that
may negatively impact the water quality of Sligo Bay estuary. Given that the WFD categorisation of Sligo Bay is
‘Moderate’, further deterioration of its water quality status could impact on the physical attributes of the habitats’
biotype complexes. For example, enrichment of the estuarine waters could cause a decrease in species richness
in oligochaetes, amphipods, bivalves and the polychaete community complex of mudflats, sandflats and intertidal habitats.
A deterioration in water quality of the estuary could also indirectly impact on the bird species of the SPA through
the reduction or possible change in specific prey species on which the birds feed. When exposed or partially
exposed by the tide, intertidal habitats provide important foraging areas for many species of waterbirds, especially
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wading birds. When the intertidal area is inundated by the tide it becomes available for benthic and surface
feeding ducks and other waterbirds. The wetland habitat of the SAC and SPA is an important resource for listed
bird species of the SPA and for other waterbird species included in the total waterbird assemblage. Therefore,
negative impacts to water quality could impact on the range and intensity of use of the mudflats and sandflats.
Given the nature, extent and location of the proposed project, the migration of river and sea lamprey within the
estuary will not be affected. As noted in Section 4, there is only ca. 930m of channel upstream of Teesan Culvert
and lamprey species migrate through Sligo Bay to the Garryvogue River.
The attributes and targets for the conservation objectives of the SAC qualifying interests within the zone of
influence of the proposed project are set out in Table 6-1. The habitat ‘Mudflats and sandflats not covered by sea
level at low tide’ of the SAC is a qualifying interest of the SPA under the qualifying interest ‘Wetland and
Waterbirds’ [A999]. The attributes and targets of the SPA are detailed in Table 5-5; population trend, distribution
and wetland habitat.
Table 6-1 – QIs within the ZoI of the proposed project.
Qualifying Interest

Attribute

Measure

Target

Estuaries

Habitat area

Hectares

The permanent habitat area is stable or
increasing, subject to natural processes.
Habitat area was estimated as 1258ha
using OSI data and the defined Transitional
Water Body area under the Water
Framework Directive.

Community extent

Hectares

Maintain the extent of the Zosteradominated community and the Mytilidaedominated community complex, subject to
natural processes.

Community structure:
Zostera density

Shoots/m²

Conserve the high quality of the Zosteradominated community, subject to natural
processes.

Community structure:
Mytilus edulis density

Individuals/m²

Conserve the high quality of the Mytilidaedominated community complex, subject to
natural processes.

Community distribution

Hectares

Conserve the following community types in
a natural condition: Intertidal fine sand with
Peringia ulvae and Pygospio elegans
community complex; Estuarine mixed
sediment to sandy mud with Hediste
diversicolor and oligochaetes community
complex; Fine sand with Angulus spp. and
Nephtys spp. community complex; Sand to
mixed sediment with amphipods community;
Intertidal reef community.

Habitat area

Hectares

The permanent habitat area is stable or
increasing, subject to natural processes.
Habitat area was estimated using OSI data
as 2288ha.

Community extent

Hectares

Maintain the extent of the Zosteradominated community and the Mytilidaedominated community complex, subject to
natural processes.

Community structure:
Zostera density

Shoots/m²

Conserve the high quality of the Zosteradominated community, subject to natural
processes.

Community structure:
Mytilus edulis density

Individuals/m²

Conserve the high quality of the Mytilidaedominated community complex, subject to
natural processes.

Community distribution

Hectares

Conserve the following community types in
a natural condition: Intertidal fine sand with

Mudflats and sandflats
not covered by
seawater at low tide
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Qualifying Interest

Attribute

Measure

Target
Peringia ulvae and Pygospio elegans
community complex; Estuarine mixed
sediment to sandy mud with Hediste
diversicolor and oligochaetes community
complex; Fine sand with crustaceans and
Scololepis (Scololepis) squamata
community complex; Fine sand with
Angulus spp. and Nephtys spp. community
complex.

Sea Lamprey

Distribution: extent of
anadromy

% of estuary
accessible

No barriers for migratory life stages of
lamprey moving from freshwater to marine
habitats and vice versa.

River Lamprey

Distribution: extent of
anadromy

% of estuary
accessible

No barriers for migratory life stages of
lamprey moving from freshwater to marine
habitats and vice versa.

Harbour Seal

Access to suitable habitat

Number of
artificial
barriers

Species range within the site should not be
restricted by artificial barriers to site use.

Breeding behaviour

Breeding
sites

Conserve the breeding sites in a natural
condition.

Moulting behaviour

Moult haulout sites

Conserve the moult haul-out sites in a
natural condition.

Resting behaviour

Resting haulout sites

Conserve the resting haul-out sites in a
natural condition.

Disturbance

Level of
impact

Human activities should occur at levels that
do not adversely affect the harbour seal
population at the site.

Potential impacts post completion of the works
The operation of the proposed project will not generate further emissions to the watercourse. The proposed
project is replacing like with like regarding the concrete slab within the channel. The proposed project is not
altering the extent or nature of the Teesan Culvert and thus, the hydrological regime of the culvert is not
anticipated to be significantly affected. The operation of the proposed project will not pose a barrier to fish
migration.

6.2.3.

In-combination Impacts

In-combination impacts with the following plans and projects were considered during the preparation of this report.
The search of Sligo County Council was based on a map-based search.
Sligo County Development Plan 2017-202310 sets out strategies and objectives to provide sustainable
development within Co. Sligo. The Plan contains a number of natural heritage and biodiversity policies, which
includes the protection of international and national designated sites, protect existing green infrastructure and
provide additional green infrastructure, and the eradication of invasive species. A Natura Impact Report was
prepared for the Plan, which assessed the Plan regarding its potential to adversely affect the integrity of European
sites. The findings of the AA were integrated into the Plan, ensuring that potential adverse effects have been and
will be avoided, reduced or offset. Thus, an AA determination was made by Sligo County Council that the Plan is
not foreseen to have any adverse effects on the ecological integrity of any European Site. The current NIS is
being prepared to ensure that the proposed project will not have an adverse impact on the integrity of European
sites. Given the elements outlined above, the County Development Plan is not anticipated to act in-combination
with the proposed project.
There have been no projects granted planning in the last 5 years within the townland of Teesan or in the vicinity
of Ballincar. Projects that have been granted planning permission in the past include the construction of new
10

https://www.sligococo.ie/cdp/
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domestic dwellings and associated septic tanks and percolation areas, extensions to residential dwellings,
retention of existing developments, typically extensions to domestic dwellings, or the construction of new
domestic dwellings or extensions to such dwellings. Regarding potential impacts to water quality, these projects
had to comply with the EPA’s Code of Practice for Wastewater Treatment Systems for Single Houses (EPA,
2009; 2018).
Farmers and landowners may also undertake general agricultural operations in areas adjacent to the proposed
works and along the river, which could potentially give rise to impacts of a similar nature to those arising from the
proposed works. This could potentially result in additional an increased risk to water quality. Many agricultural
operations are periodic, not continuous in nature, and qualify as a Notifiable Action that requires consultation with
National Parks and Wildlife Service in advance of the works e.g. reclamation, infilling or land drainage within 30m
of the river, removal of trees or any aquatic vegetation within 30m of the river, and harvesting or burning of reed
or willow (NPWS, 2018). Agricultural operations must also comply with the EC (Environmental Impact
Assessment) (Agriculture) Regulations 2011 and amendment 2017 S.I. No. 456/2011 and 407/2017 in relation
to activities covered by the regulations;
•

restructuring of rural land holdings,

•

commencing use of uncultivated land or semi-natural areas for intensive,

•

land drainage works on lands used for agriculture.

A Natura Impact Statement (NIS) is required under Regulation 9 if it is likely to have a significant effect on a
European designated site. The drainage or reclamation of wetlands is controlled under the Planning and
Development (Amendment) (No. 2) Regulations 2011 and the European Communities (Amendment to Planning
and Development) Regulations 2011. Therefore, the in-combination effects of agricultural operations and the
proposed project are not likely to be significant.
Regarding the wider North-West Term Maintenance Contract No. 3, the bridges located within the same WFD
subcatchment as Teesan Culvert are located on the N16, which are within the catchment of the Drumcliff River
and hence drain to Drumcliff Bay, not Sligo Bay. There is also a bridge located on the N15 at Drumcliff (SO-N15006.00), however this bridge spans the Drumcliff River which discharges to Drumcliff Bay. Therefore, there are
no structures within the North-West Term Maintenance Contract No. 3 and within the same WFD sub-catchment
as Teesan Bridge that drain to Sligo Bay. Therefore, works to structures under the contract are not anticipated to
act in-combination with the proposed project. Two other WFD sub-catchments drain to Sligo Bay;
Carrowgobbadagh (SC_010) and Bonet (SC_030). There are no Eirspan structures within the Carrowgobbadagh
sub-catchment and only four structures lie within the Bonet sub-catchment. These structures span the
Willsborough (4th order), an un-named 2nd order stream and the Garavogue River. Routine maintenance works
at these structures have been subject to the AA process, and where works required a NIS, mitigation measures
were specified for the proposed works at each structure. Therefore, given the mitigation measures outlined in
Section 6.3 of this current NIS, in-combination impacts are not anticipated.
As outlined in Section 1 of this report, there is an existing vegetation blockage within the Cregg stream
downstream of Teesan Culvert. The Contractor has liaised with Irish Water and they are reviewing the blockage
as it is believed that a live water main pipe at this location, which is catching vegetation and debris, is causing
the blockage. Irish Water will remove the blockage once the situation has been reviewed. Ideally, the removal of
the blockage would be completed prior to the proposed repair works at Teesan Culvert in order to sufficiently
lower the water level; however, the works described in Section 1 assume that it is still in place. Thus, the removal
of the vegetation from the channel is not under the remit of the proposed project, however if the removal of
vegetation takes place prior to the proposed project, it will be subject to AA Screening at a minimum under the
remit of Irish Water. Therefore, given the minor scale and extent of the vegetation blockage and the mitigation
measures outlined in Section 6.3 of this current NIS, in-combination impacts are not anticipated.
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6.3.

Mitigation Measures

This section describes the mitigation measures required to ensure there are no residual effects on the integrity
of the European sites. Table 7-1 summaries how these mitigation measures will result in no adverse effect on
the integrity of European sites.

6.3.1.

General Measures

1.

The proposed works shall be carried out under the derogation licence obtained from IFI and adhere to the
conditions set out in the licence, which are incorporated in the mitigation measures outlined below.

2.

A suitably qualified Ecological Clerk of Works shall be appointed that will be responsible for ecological and
environmental issues onsite. This person and all other personnel will be familiar with the course of action
to be taken in the event of a potential pollution event. They will also maintain records of incidents on site
and be responsible for ensuring that the method statement and mitigation measures outlined in this NIS
are implemented, which will also include the set-up and removal of the temporary dam set-up. This person
will also liaise with IFI and NPWS staff where necessary.

3.

The site manager shall monitor the 10-day weather forecast. The works shall not take place during high
river flows or prior to forecasts of heavy rainfall. High river flows constitute river flows that will top the dams
or will be in excess of pumping capabilities. If such conditions are forecast, the works area shall be secured
and all materials, including the elements of the dam system (sandbags, silt fences, pumps and associated
pipes and silt socks) will removed from the works area and riverbanks. Upon subsidence of flows, the dam
system shall be re-instated upstream and downstream of the culvert and the works area de-watered before
works can re-commence.

4.

A Temporary Traffic Management zone will be created within the road corridor. This shall be used for
parking and deliveries of materials.

5.

All site staff will be informed of best practice methodologies to be employed on site via the dissemination
of a tool-box talk. This shall include the requirement for protection of aquatic habitats.

6.

Works will be carried out during day-time hours, except in the event of an emergency.

7.

Any chemical, fuel and oil stores will be located on an impervious base within a secured bund with a
storage capacity 110% of the stored volume.

8.

Biodegradable oils and fuels will only be used.

9.

Drip trays will be placed underneath any standing machinery to prevent pollution by oil/fuel leaks. Where
practicable, refuelling of vehicles and machinery will be carried out on an impermeable surface in one
designated area well away from any watercourse or drainage (at least 20m).

10.

Emergency spill kits will be available on site and staff will be trained in their use. A reporting system will
be established on site to record accidents and/or spillages on site and the resultant action taken to remedy
the incident.

11.

Operators will check all equipment, machinery and vehicles on a daily basis before starting work to confirm
the absence of leakages. Any leakages should be reported immediately and addressed.

12.

Daily checks will be carried out and records kept on a weekly basis and any items that have been
repaired/replaced/rejected noted and recorded. Any items of plant machinery found to be defective will be
removed from site immediately or positioned in a place of safety until such time that it can be removed. All
items of plant will be checked prior to use before each shift for signs of wear/damage.
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6.3.2.

Specific Measures

1. From a flow test complete on site by the contractor, it was found that 2 no. 200mm pumps will be required
to over-pump the stream sufficiently with 30% additional capacity accounted for. The flow test shall be
re-checked prior to the commencement of site set-up. If it is found that the pump requirements differ from
that of the original test, the contractor will provide all necessary pumps and equipment to ensure that the
stream will be over-pumped sufficiently with 30% additional capacity.
2. A dry working area will be achieved by setting up a dam system. There shall be three dams in total; one
upstream of the culvert and two downstream of the culvert. Each dam will consist of tightly packed
sandbags that are filled with clean sand. The sandbags will be double lined and sealed. Only sealed
sandbags will be used to create the dams. No clay or soil material is permitted to pack the crevices or
small voids between the sandbags when creating the dams.
3. The integrity of the sandbag dams must be monitored to ensure that the works area is isolated from the
live channel. This shall be monitored by the site manager twice daily; in the morning before the
commencement of works and at the end of the day prior to leaving site.
4. Two silt fences shall be installed between the two sandbag dams situated downstream of the culvert.
Any water pumped into this dammed area shall be in advance of the silt fences. Thus, all water pumped
from the work area must pass through both silt fences before re-entering the river.
5. The pipe used to flume flows through the works area will be fitted with a filter to ensure no fish enter the
pipe. The outfall of the pipe will be fitted with a silt sock. The silt sock shall be changed and/ or cleaned
at regular intervals. The interval for replacing the silt sock will be dependent on the turbidity of the
watercourse and therefore this shall be monitored by the site manager twice daily at a minimum; in the
morning before the commencement of works and at the end of the day prior to leaving site.
6. The temporary working platform must be clean and free of any foreign debris before being installed on
the existing riverbed gravels.
7. There can be no entry of debris and / or waste material from the works area to the live channel. The
debris must be collected within the dry work area, removed from the work area and disposed of
appropriately off site at a licensed waste facility.
8. Any water arising in the work area, as a result of seepage through the upstream dam, will be pumped
from the working area into the area between the two downstream dams in advance of the silt fences.
The pump will be located on the temporary working platform and fitted with a drip tray. All associated
pipes will be fitted with a silt sock and/ or de-watering bag.
9. The lorry delivering the concrete and the concrete pump will be located on the road above the work area.
The integrity of pump hoses must be checked prior to commencing works. Pump hoses will be located
within the dry work area to ensure no spillage of concrete to the live channel.
10. At no point will any equipment be washed out within the work area or adjacent to a watercourse.
11. Sandbag dam no. 3 and the silt fences shall be left in place until any sediment plume has dissipated.
12. The gravel area on which the temporary working platform was located will be loosened, as it may have
been compacted during the works. This area will be reinstated with washed and clean gravel.
13. All material used on site, including the sandbags, silt fences, silt socks, de-watering bags and
components of the temporary working platform and geotextiles, will be removed from site and disposed
of at a licensed waste facility.
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6.3.3.

Biosecurity protocols

Biosecurity protocols shall be implemented during the construction phase of the proposed project to prevent the
introduction of all invasive species, including those listed on the third schedule of the EC (Birds and Natural
Habitats) Regulations 2011, to site and the further spread of diseases.
1. All equipment intended to be used at the site shall be dry, clean and free from debris prior to being
brought to site.
2. If drying out of equipment is not feasible, equipment should be either: i.

power steam washed at a suitably high temperature or at least 65 degrees, or

ii.

disinfected with an approved disinfectant, e.g. Virkon or an iodine-based product. It is important
that the manufacturer’s instructions are followed and if required, the correct contact times are
allowed for during the disinfection process. Items that are difficult to soak should be sprayed or
wiped down with disinfectant.

3. During the duration of the proposed project, if equipment is removed off-site to be used elsewhere, the
said equipment shall be cleaned and disinfected prior to being brought back to the works area of the
proposed project.
4. Appropriate facilities shall be used for the containment, collection and disposal of material and/or water
resulting from washing facilities of vehicles, equipment and personnel.
5. Importation of materials shall comply with Regulation 49 of the EC (Birds and Natural Habitats)
Regulations 2011.
A pre-construction invasive species survey will be conducted prior to the commencement of works on site. If
invasive species are recorded, the invasive species shall be fenced off using a 7m buffer from the outermost
edges of the invasive species plant(s).
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7.

Conclusions

This NIS provides the competent authority with supporting information to undertake the Appropriate Assessment
in relation to the proposed project at Teesan Culvert, Co. Sligo, and its potential indirect impacts via surface water
pathways on the Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC and Cummeen Strand SPA.
The NIS has examined the potential impacts of the proposed project on the integrity of the European sites, alone
and in combination with other plans and projects, considering the site’s structure, function and conservation
objectives. Where potentially significant effects were identified, mitigation measures have been recommended to
offset these effects.
Following a comprehensive evaluation of the potential direct, indirect and cumulative impacts on the qualifying
interests of the SAC and SPA, and the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures, it has been
concluded by the authors of this report that there will be no residual impacts and the proposed project will not
have an adverse effect on the integrity of Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC and Cummeen Strand
SPA.
To confirm this conclusion, the following checklist taken from DEHLG (2009) has been completed.
Table 7-1

Checklist of Site Integrity (DEHLG, 2009).

Does the project or plan have the potential to:-

Y/N

Cause delays in progress towards achieving the
conservation objectives of the sites?

N - Following mitigation, no residual effects have been identified
that will prevent achievement of the conservation objectives of
the Cummeen Strand/ Drumcliff Bay (Sligo Bay) SAC and
Cummeen Strand SPA.

Interrupt progress towards achieving the
conservation objectives of the sites?

N - Following mitigation, no residual effects have been identified
that will prevent achievement of the conservation objectives of
the European sites.

Disrupt those factors that help to maintain the
favourable conditions of the site?

N - Potential impacts, including potential changes to water
quality issues and pollution, can be avoided or mitigated against.

Interfere with the balance, distribution and density of
key species that are the indicators of the favourable
condition of the site?

N - Potential impacts can be avoided by implementing a range of
measures to maintain water quality and thus protect the surface
water dependent species of the European sites.

Cause changes to the vital defining aspects (e.g.
nutrient balance) that determine how the site
functions as a habitat or ecosystem?

N - Potential impacts from sediment mobilisation and pollution,
which could impact upon ecosystem functioning, can be
effectively mitigated.

Change the dynamics of the relationships (between,
for example, soil and water or plants and animals)
that define the structure and/or function of the site?

N - Potential impacts relating to changes in the physical and
hydrological regime of the European sites will not occur as a
result of the project and therefore will not impact on the
functioning of the European sites.

Interfere with predicted or expected natural changes
to the site (such as water dynamics or chemical
composition)?

N - Potential impacts from changes to the physical and
hydrological regime will not occur and therefore will not impact
upon the functioning of the European sites.

Reduce the area of key habitats?

N – Following mitigation, there will be no loss of habitats within
the European sites.

Reduce the population of key species?

N – Following mitigation, there will be no adverse disturbance
impacts to key species of the European sites.
Mitigation measures will ensure that the works will not cause a
deterioration in water quality.

Change the balance between key species?
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Does the project or plan have the potential to:-

Y/N

Reduce diversity of the site?

N - The identified mitigation measures during the construction
phase of the project to mitigate disturbance impacts and protect
water quality will ensure that the current diversity of the
European sites is maintained.

Result in disturbance that could affect population
size or density or the balance between key species?

N – Following mitigation, there shall be no residual disturbance
impacts to species of the European sites and therefore,
population size and density will not be reduced.

Result in fragmentation?

N - The proposed works will not result in the fragmentation of
habitats within the European sites or surrounding habitat.

Result in loss or reduction of key features?

N – There shall be no loss or reduction of key features within the
European sites.
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Appendix A. Contractor’s Method Statement
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Northwest Bridge Term Maintenance
Contract No. 3
Reactive Maintenance at Teesan Culvert
N15 Sligo
ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

Duration

Start

Finish
S

28 Feb '21
S M T

W

T

F

S

07 Mar '21
S M T

W

T

F

02/02/2021

S

14 Mar '21
S M T

W

T

F

S

21 Mar '21
S M T

W

T

F

1

Teesan Concrete Invert Works 25 days

01/03/2021 02/04/2021

2

01/03/2021 01/03/2021

4

Water levels to be less than 0 days
150lit a sec
Erect TTM and Install access 2 days
to fields
Install laydown area
1 day

5

Fill Sand Bags (100)

2 days

04/03/2021 05/03/2021

6

Deliver Pumps, Check and
setup
Butt Weld of delivery pipes
(7r welds)
Install delivery pipes and
sand bags
Electrofish

1 day

08/03/2021 08/03/2021

13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

1 day

08/03/2021 08/03/2021

Welding Op,Go,Butt Welder,Genny,Rollers,Trimmer

4 days

09/03/2021 12/03/2021

1 day

15/03/2021 15/03/2021

IFI,13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

16/03/2021 16/03/2021

13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

11

Commence Pumping, dry out 1 day
culvert
Atkins Inspection
1 day

12

Clean out and place lean mix 1 day

18/03/2021 18/03/2021

13

Steel fixing & formwork

1 day

19/03/2021 19/03/2021

14

Pour 1

1 day

22/03/2021 22/03/2021

15

Pour 2

1 day

23/03/2021 23/03/2021

16

Initial Curing

1 day

24/03/2021 24/03/2021

17

Fill Gravel bags

1 day

24/03/2021 24/03/2021

18

Install gravels

2 days

25/03/2021 26/03/2021

19

Remove Berms & Pumping
system
Remove hardstandings

3 days

29/03/2021 31/03/2021

2 days

01/04/2021 02/04/2021

3

7
8
9
10

20

Project: Project1
Date: 02/02/2021

01/03/2021 02/03/2021
03/03/2021 03/03/2021

S

28 Mar '21
S M T

W

T

F

S

04 Apr '21
S M T

W

T

F

S

11 Apr '21

01/03
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

17/03/2021 17/03/2021

13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops,Pump
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops,Pump

13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops
13t Ex,Foreman,3t Ex,3Gen Ops

Task

Project Summary

Manual Task

Start-only

Deadline

Split

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only

Progress

Milestone

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

External Tasks

Manual Progress

Summary

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

External Milestone
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Engineer’s Approval By:

Date:

Signature:

Circulation:

 All listed above

 Project File G 26

 ER

 Contractors Representative (front page only)

 Third party (if applicable)







Scope of Work

This method statement outlines the work methods intended for the construction of a new reinforced concrete
invert slab to protect the riverbed from scour degradation at Teesan Culvert (N15), Teesan, Co. Sligo.
As per Ecological Assessment / AA Screening Report all bridges above will be inspected for bats prior to the
works. All other ecological constraints outlined in the report will be adhered to with regard to
and Fisheries etc.
IFI to Electrofish stream prior to pumping

Responsibility for
Control on Site

Overall

Equipment and
Plant
Requirements

Major
Plant

Small
Tools/
Plant

Labour Resources

Project Manager –

Local

Site Agent –
Site Engineer –

Quantity

Description

2
1
2
1

Pick up [For all equipment]
HiAb
8” Pump including hoses (and backup 6” pump)
13t Excavator

Quantity

Description

1
1
1 set
1
1
1

3.5kva generator
Hammer action drill
Traffic signs
Con saw
Concrete Pump
Butt Welding Plant

Quantity

Position and Specific Job Description

1 No.

Health and Safety Coordinator

Certification
Yes / No





Certification
Yes / No









Certification
Yes / No



[Observes the implementation of TTMS and advises Project Manager]

1 No.



Project Manager
[Overall control, planning of works and safety adviser. Reports to Health and Safety Coordinator
in relation to all aspects of health and safety. Consults with the Engineer, the Roads Authority and
the Garda Síochána.]

1 No.

Site Agent / Traffic Safety and Control Officer



[Coordinates workplans. Reports to Project Manager]

1 No.

Site Engineer



1 No.
0 No.
3 No.

[Coordinates workforce and gives working instructions to General Operatives and Plant
Operators. Reports to Supervising Engineer]
Site Foreman [Instruct workforce. Carry out work in accordance with working instructions]
Stone Mason Crew [Carry out work in accordance with working instructions]
General Operatives [Carry out work in accordance with working instructions]
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Note: Names, job descriptions and CV details of key personnel utilised in this Method Statement are contained in the Project
Quality Plan.

Materials Required

Quantity

Description

Supplier / Manufacturer

150
12m3
10
6m3
8
2
20t
60
2
4
8
4
10
2
8
1
60t

1T Sandbags
C40/50 Concrete
Rolls Polythene
C10/12 Leanmix
Sheets A393 Mesh
Terram 1000
Washed Gravels
SDR 17 180 Pipe
Baur – Flange Coupling
108 SDR 11 Couplers
Steel Brackets and fixings
Pupped end & Coupler
Sheets HiRib
Sheets Flexcell
25mm DOWel Bars & Sleeve
Roll SS Tying Wire
6F2

Thrace
Harringtons
KB Supplies
Harringtons
KB Supplies
KB Supplies
Harrintons
Davies
Aska
Davies
Masonry Fixings
Davies
Anchor Bay
Anchor Bay
Anchor Bay
KB Supplies
Harrintons

Personnel and
Vehicular Access

All work vehicles are to remain parked within the TM cordoned off work area once erected.
Access to the field to be gained via the field access gates

Temporary Works
Design Required

Traffic Management
Overpumping

Schedule of
Attached
Documents
/Drawings

A)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Technical
Sheet
Agreement
Yes / No










Responsibility for
Temporary Works Design

Contract Documents (not attached):
Volume A – Works Requirements – Part 1 :Schedule of Works
Volume A – Works Requirements – Part 2: Specification
Volume A – Works Requirements – Part 3:
Volume A – Works Requirements – Part 4: Model Forms

B) Documents from the Engineer (not attached):
1) –
C)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Documents from the Contractor (not attached):
Construction Stage Health and Safety Plan
Environmental Quality Plan
Project Quality Plan and Related Procedures
Drawings / Appendices (all current revisions):

C) Documents from the Contractor (attached):

IFI Derogation Letter
N15 Teesan Culvert
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Description

HP 1

Consultation with Local Authorities:

Witness
Point

Item

Hold
Point

Witness / Hold Points
Responsibility





Project Manager

Supervising Engineer &
Health and Safety
Coordinator
Project Manager

Sligo County Council County Council
Aishling Donegan – Inland Fisheries.

WP 1

Implementation of Temporary Traffic Management Scheme





HP2

Implementation of IFI controls as per letter





WP 2

Inspection of completed works













Appropriate
Form /
Checklist
Consultation
Certificate

Assistant Resident
Engineer

N15 Teesan Culvert
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Work Method

IFI Controls
See attached appendix A IFI Derogation letter.
Controls are dealt within the methodology, but in summary;













All works to be fully coordinated with the local fisheries officer
.
Works in low flow conditions, stream being bermed on both sides and overpumped.
The pumps are to be 2nr supersilenced bunded pumps set well above the water level.
The intake of the pumps will have a rose & mesh to protect aquatic life, the down stream end
of the pump is discharged into a pool area for silt removal and prevention of bank erosion
Works to be carried out in dry and area to be electrofished by IFI (payment by JCEL)
Open form of communication with IFI to be in place with daily updates of the works (photos)
All tolls etc. to be decontaminated in line with IFI guidelines as per
(http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/Biosecurity/biosecurity-protocol-for-field-survey-work.html) (and
as directed by an officer of IFI).
Flood event to be managed by continuous monitoring, berm to be 500mm above culvert soffit
and allowed to overtop if necessary. Pumps to be positioned on high ground above this level
on concrete blocks to ensure the water does not get to them
Invasive species, if identified on site, will be fenced off and not affected during the works.
Pumped water from the works is to be discharged over the field and not directly into the
stream
All plant items etc. refuelled away from the river at road level.
No silt or contaminates are to enter the stream, downstream oil boom to be installed as an
emergency control.

Flood Event
The weather forecast is to be monitored daily, a 4 day window of fairly dry conditions (no heavy rain) is
required to carry out the concrete works.
The Sandbags are placed at 500mm above the culvert in case of a flash flood situation to give the Ops
time to get out of the works area and release the bags if required. (The water would have to attenuate
in the field for a short period until the ops get out and the bags are removed).
In a flood situation the works area will be allowed flood by removing the bags. Concrete works will not
happen unless a dry working window is achievable so the risk is low. Bags will be removed to allow
waters pass through without damage to adjacent fields. Once the flood event dissipates, the works
would have to start over (place sandbags back into stream) and no pumping is permitted until the
stream is at low level, IFI have inspected the area and the works area has been electrofished.
JCEL shall advise IFI immediately if the works area has been flooded to ensure they can remove
aquatic life that may have become trapped in depressions, formworks etc. when the waters have
dissipated.
Traffic Management
Traffic management will be erected in accordance with the attached TTM Plan, Design RA, and
Method Statement.
The Hard Shoulder is to remain closed for the duration of the works. 2 way traffic will be maintained.
Off peak single lane closures (traffic light controlled) will be required during concrete pours.
JCEL Sign Lighting & guarding operatives
alter as required and remove the TTM

will install, manage, maintain,

Parking of Vehicles
JCEL vehicles shall be parked within the temporary traffic management once erected.
N15 Teesan Culvert
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Enviromental Precautions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The method for measuring flow is noted below.
Max permitted flow for the works is 120 lit / sec, works will not commence until a prolonged
period of steady flow is noted within the stream
Downstream flows (50m away from works area) are not to exceed 500 lit / sec. This will be
checked daily by measuring the velocity of the water in the mornings and multiplying the m/s
flow by the known cross section area.
A 10-day weather forecast will be reviewed prior to commencing the works. Every effort is to
be made to ensure the work is completed during dry weather conditions.
In the event of a breakdown or unforeseen heavy rain, a back-up pump will be on the to
accommodate the increased water flow.
All pumps will be placed onto drip trays.

Particular Controls in regards to Over Pumping







Flows checked to ensure pump is capable
Backup pump to be in place of same capacity as main pump
Smaller assistance pump in case of a rise in water levels
Attenuating area to be set up above soffit level for potential floods.
Pumps set above water level on concrete blocks
Works area to be electro fished prior to pumping

Current blockage

7.

JCEL have liaised with Irish Water who believe that they have a live water main pipe in this
location which is catching debris and causing a blockage. (1/2/20 – blockage removed by
others)

Damming and over pumping of stream
N15 Teesan Culvert
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See sketches below.
8. All sandbags and pumps will be lifted into position by an excavator working on the bank and
Hiab parked on the road.
9. JCEL will erect a sand bag dam consisting of (1 tonne bags) on the upstream side that will
completely block off the flow of the stream through the culvert – Dam1.
10. The top level of the dam will rise to 0.5m above the culvert soffit level and return either side
allow the stream to burst its banks if required and attenuate in the field.
11. JCEL will then erect Dam 2 and Dam 3 on the downstream side of the bridge and
downstream of the existing pipe.
12. JCEL will first erect Dam 2 to full height (1 tonne bags).
13. 2 rows of silt fencing will be erected between Dam 2 and Dam 3 to filter the pumped water
from both the upstream side and the area between Dam 1 and the blockage before it reenters the live water course.
14. Dam 3 will then be erected consisting of small sand bags to retain a small pocket of water
between the Dam 2 and Dam 3.
15. All sand bag dams will be double sealed with a layer of 1000 gauge polythene also.
16. The stream water will then be over pumped from the upstream side of Dam 1 and discharge
on the downstream side of Dam 2 but in front of the silt fencing.
17. To ensure the works are carried out in the dry, the stream water between the downstream
side of Dam 1 and the upstream side of the blockage is to be gently lowered by pumping to
discharge on the downstream side of Dam 2 but in front of the silt fencing.
Pump Sizing:
18. From a flow test completed on site it was found that 2nr 200mm pumps will be required to
over pump the stream sufficiently with 30% additional capacity accounted for. The area
between the downstream side of the upstream dam and the upstream side of the pipe
blockage requires additional over pumping to dry out the works area.
19. The discharge hosing will consist of 2nr 180mm SDR 17 HDPE pipes butt welded and
secured to the soffit of the culvert with brackets and express bolts to avoid the hosing clashing
with the proposed work.
20. This will require an additional check prior to the works commencing.
Electrofishing:
21. Once the berms are in place and the pumps set up. JCEL will carry out electrofishing (JCEL
will employ IFI to carry out the work), removing any aquatic life from the pooled area.
22. Once all this is completed, JCEL will turn on the 6” pump and remove the water pooled
between the sandbags.
Working Platform:
23. A temporary hardstand will be placed on the upstream and downstream sides of both culverts
consisting of a layer of Terram and clean aggregate over the existing surface to create a clean
working platform.
24. This platform will prevent agitation to the stream bed and the heavily trafficked areas during
the works.
Surface Preparation:
25. After pumping out the culvert, JCEL will hand over site to Atkins to carry out an inspection to
ensure no undermining of abutments has occurred. We have allowed 1 day for this.
26. Once the inspection is complete, the operatives will level the aggregate that is remaining
inside the culvert using shovels.
27. The excavator will excavate the bed where it can reach from the bank. To remove the
N15 Teesan Culvert
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overburden of gravels shown on the drawing.
28. Leanmix concrete C10/12 will be delivered to site and tipped in a pile at the field entrance. The
excavator will then track buckets of leanmix to the culvert opening leaving in a pile on the dried
bed. The operatives will barrow the concrete to fill to the required formation level. (Drawing
shows 6N Compacted fill for this, but concrete needs to be used as it is not possible to
compact the fill due to the headroom.
29. The sections of concrete overspill to the existing plinths will be broken off by hand using a
lump hammer and removed of the bed of the culvert.

30. It appears the some of the initial concrete placed in the culvert is still in place and is above the
proposed finished concrete level, this will be broken out by hand locally within the culvert and
placed into a wheel barrow and removed.

Proposed Concrete Slab.
31. The concrete placed to the voids will act as a fill and a blinding.
32. 2 layers of A393 mesh will be placed across the full length of the proposed pours and tied in
place using stainless steel tying wire.
33. The slab will be poured in “Hit and Miss”, splitting the slab into 3nr, 5m sections. Formwork will
be placed at the exposed faced with hi-rib expanding metal placed at the joints. The 2 outer
N15 Teesan Culvert
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sections will be installed on day 1 with the middle filled on day 2 as per the sketch below.
(Red = day 1, green = day 2)

34. A concrete pump will be positioned on the road and the concrete pumped into the culvert.
35. The concrete will be completed using poker vibrator and top surface finished with a timber
tamp float to leave a rough finish.
Additional layer to concrete slab:
36. All excavated riverbed material will be stored on site for re-installation onto the finished
concrete once the concrete works are complete. If there is insufficient material found on site, a
300mm layer of imported washed clean round stone will be placed across the structure.
37. All material will be pre-approved by IFI on site prior to its installation.
38. The material will be placed into 1-ton sandbags and lifted onto a trolley on the slab by the
excavator from the bank.
39. The operatives will pull the trolley through the culvert to the upstream side and split the bag
open with a knife. The material will then be levelled with a rake.
40. When all the material has been placed inside the culvert, the excavator will lift out the trolly
and place the last of the material where it can reach from the bank.
Removal of the Hardstand:
41. The hardstand and geotextile will then be removed
Removal of the Temporary stream diversion
42. IFI will inspect all works before allowing water into the area.
43. Atkins / TII will be invited to inspect the works prior to removing the stream diversion.
44. On completion of the works, Dam 2, Dam 3 and the silt fencing is to be removed and the top
bags of the upstream berm will be removed allowing water to slowly enter the works area
without scouring the new gravel bed.
45. Dam 1 and the pumps will be then be removed and all haul roads removed.
Proposed Work Duration
46. It is envisaged that the works will be completed over a 5-week period.

N15 Teesan Culvert
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RISK RATING:

L = Likelihood
1 Remote- Unlikely to occur in
the relevant period.
2 Occasional- likely to occur
at least once in the relevant
period.
3 Probable- likely to occur
several times in the relevant
period

S = Severity
1 Negligible- very minor, little
consequence
2 Marginal - First aid accident/
routine repair
3 Serious - Loss of time/injury,
illness or damage or
environmental impact.
4 Critical - major injury, illness or
damage, or major environmental
impact.
5 Catastrophic - Death or total
system loss.

R = Risk Rating
(likelihood x
severity)

Work Activity

Potential Hazards

Person(s) at Risk

L

S

R

Setting Up Traffic
Management Signage

Being Struck By Public
Traffic

Operatives

2

4

H

Low (L)
=1–4
Medium (M) = 5– 8
High (H)
= 9 – 15

Risk Rating

Reactive Maintenance Works at Teesan Culvert N15 Sligo.doc
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GENERAL NOTES:
1) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the Construction Stage Health and Safety Plan and
Safety Statement which is available in the Site Office.
2) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the site environmental plan and consider the
environmental aspects when assessing the risks.
3) All activities should be in the Low (L) risk category.
4) All operatives must be SAFE PASS trained.

Control Measures
(to Control and Reduce Risk)
A Highway maintenance vehicle with flashing beacons and
reflectors will be used to transport the operatives and their
equipment.
The Highway maintenance vehicle will remain on hard shoulder
with flashing beacons illuminated
Operatives to emerge from vehicle using Passenger side of
vehicle only for installation of signage on hard shoulder and for
installation of signs on median operatives are to use driver side
of vehicle only.
Operatives to work in advance of maintenance vehicle
All operatives to be given a tool box talk prior to commencing
activity.
All Operatives to wear high visibility clothing.

Residual
Risk
Rating
L

Reponsibility
Engineer,
Safety Officer,
Operatives
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RISK RATING:

L = Likelihood
1 Remote- Unlikely to occur in
the relevant period.
2 Occasional- likely to occur
at least once in the relevant
period.
3 Probable- likely to occur
several times in the relevant
period

S = Severity
1 Negligible- very minor, little
consequence
2 Marginal - First aid accident/
routine repair
3 Serious - Loss of time/injury,
illness or damage or
environmental impact.
4 Critical - major injury, illness or
damage, or major environmental
impact.
5 Catastrophic - Death or total
system loss.

R = Risk Rating
(likelihood x
severity)

Work Activity

Potential Hazards

Person(s) at Risk

L

S

R

Manual Handling

Back injury
Slips trips falls
Restricted working
room

Operatives

3

3

H

Low (L)
=1–4
Medium (M) = 5– 8
High (H)
= 9 – 15

Risk Rating
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GENERAL NOTES:
1) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the Construction Stage Health and Safety Plan and
Safety Statement which is available in the Site Office.
2) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the site environmental plan and consider the
environmental aspects when assessing the risks.
3) All activities should be in the Low (L) risk category.
4) All operatives must be SAFE PASS trained.

Control Measures
(to Control and Reduce Risk)
All personnel involved to use correct manual handling
procedures
A LITE assessment should be performed. And All individuals to
ensure that all is aware of the correct lifting procedure
Use mechanical means where practical
Use concrete pump
Use trolly

Residual
Risk
Rating
L

Reponsibility
Engineer,
Safety Officer,
Operatives
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RISK RATING:

L = Likelihood
1 Remote- Unlikely to occur in
the relevant period.
2 Occasional- likely to occur
at least once in the relevant
period.
3 Probable- likely to occur
several times in the relevant
period

S = Severity
1 Negligible- very minor, little
consequence
2 Marginal - First aid accident/
routine repair
3 Serious - Loss of time/injury,
illness or damage or
environmental impact.
4 Critical - major injury, illness or
damage, or major environmental
impact.
5 Catastrophic - Death or total
system loss.

R = Risk Rating
(likelihood x
severity)

Work Activity

Potential Hazards

Person(s) at Risk

L

S

R

Prevention of Fire

Incorrect storage of
flammable liquids and
gasses.
Faulty electrical
equipment.
Use of oxy-acetylene
equipment.
Rubbish burning.
Faulty plant.
Inappropriate smoking
Vandalism / arson

Site Occupants/staff

1

4

L

Low (L)
=1–4
Medium (M) = 5– 8
High (H)
= 9 – 15

Risk Rating

GENERAL NOTES:
1) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the Construction Stage Health and Safety Plan and
Safety Statement which is available in the Site Office.
2) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the site environmental plan and consider the
environmental aspects when assessing the risks.
3) All activities should be in the Low (L) risk category.
4) All operatives must be SAFE PASS trained.

Control Measures
(to Control and Reduce Risk)










General Work Duties
including Travel

Covid – 19

Site Occupants/staff

1

5

H
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Residual
Risk
Rating

Reponsibility

All works to be undertaken in accordance with
method statements and best practice.
Adequate supervision of works to be provided at all
times.
Plant to be regularly inspected for faults.
Enforce good working practices for Oxy-acetylene /
welding operations.
All hazardous materials to be securely stored.
Fire extinguishers to be provided as required.
Site to be secured and checked at the end of each
day.
Security to be provided as required.
Ensure first aid point and emergency contact
numbers are complete and available and emergency
plan in place. Reference procedures PR-(HO)-EHS18, 22, 28, 41 46, 50 and 55

L

Site Agent
/Office
Manager
Site Engineer
Site Foreman/
Staff

2nr operatives per vehicle during travel
Wash hands regularly including pre and post meals.
Maintain Social Distancing guidelines of 1m minimum
and 2m where possible.
Couch / sneeze into your elbow.

H

Site Agent
/Office
Manager
Site Engineer
Site Foreman/
Staff
Page
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RISK RATING:

L = Likelihood
1 Remote- Unlikely to occur in
the relevant period.
2 Occasional- likely to occur
at least once in the relevant
period.
3 Probable- likely to occur
several times in the relevant
period

S = Severity
1 Negligible- very minor, little
consequence
2 Marginal - First aid accident/
routine repair
3 Serious - Loss of time/injury,
illness or damage or
environmental impact.
4 Critical - major injury, illness or
damage, or major environmental
impact.
5 Catastrophic - Death or total
system loss.

R = Risk Rating
(likelihood x
severity)

Work Activity

Potential Hazards

Person(s) at Risk

L

S

R

Working over Water

Falls from height
Falling materials from
height
Drowning

Site Operatives

2

4

H

Low (L)
=1–4
Medium (M) = 5– 8
High (H)
= 9 – 15

Risk Rating

GENERAL NOTES:
1) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the Construction Stage Health and Safety Plan and
Safety Statement which is available in the Site Office.
2) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the site environmental plan and consider the
environmental aspects when assessing the risks.
3) All activities should be in the Low (L) risk category.
4) All operatives must be SAFE PASS trained.

Control Measures
(to Control and Reduce Risk)






Working with
Dangerous Substances

Contact with Skin
Incorrect Use of
Dangerous Substance
Accidental Spillage
Theft / Vandalism

Site Operatives / General
Public / Watercourses
Trespassers

2

4

M
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Risk
Rating

Reponsibility

Ensure Life Buoys are available on both sides of
bridge
If water level is high, ensure additional protection
measures are put in place on the down stream side
eg. Life lines
Use Life jackets where necessary
Use a harness to a secured anchorage point where
necessary
Buoyance aids to be checked as per procedure

L

Site Agent
/Office
Manager
Site Engineer
Site Foreman/
Staff

All works to be undertaken in accordance with
method statements and best practice.
Adequate supervision of works to be provided at all
times.
Data sheets to be provided for all dangerous
substances.
Gloves and other PPE should be worn as required.
All dangerous substances to be clearly marked and
securely stored.
Dispose of used containers, etc. as per manufacturers
recommendations. Reference procedure PR-EHS-28
and 54 and the employee handbook.

L

Site Agent
Site Engineer
Foreman
Operative
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RISK RATING:

L = Likelihood
1 Remote- Unlikely to occur in
the relevant period.
2 Occasional- likely to occur
at least once in the relevant
period.
3 Probable- likely to occur
several times in the relevant
period

S = Severity
1 Negligible- very minor, little
consequence
2 Marginal - First aid accident/
routine repair
3 Serious - Loss of time/injury,
illness or damage or
environmental impact.
4 Critical - major injury, illness or
damage, or major environmental
impact.
5 Catastrophic - Death or total
system loss.

R = Risk Rating
(likelihood x
severity)

Work Activity

Potential Hazards

Person(s) at Risk

L

S

R

Biological and Organic
Hazards

Contact with blood /
blood products
Contact with waste
products
Weils disease
Discarded syringes

Site Operatives/

2

4

M

Contact with moving
plant

Plant & Site Operatives

Low (L)
=1–4
Medium (M) = 5– 8
High (H)
= 9 – 15

Risk Rating

Working Near Plant /
Equipment

GENERAL NOTES:
1) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the Construction Stage Health and Safety Plan and
Safety Statement which is available in the Site Office.
2) Everybody has the responsibility to familiarise themselves with the site environmental plan and consider the
environmental aspects when assessing the risks.
3) All activities should be in the Low (L) risk category.
4) All operatives must be SAFE PASS trained.

Control Measures
(to Control and Reduce Risk)






3

5

H
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Residual
Risk
Rating

Reponsibility

Adequate supervision of works to be provided at all
times.
Gloves and other PPE should be worn as required.
Procedures for disposal of waste products.
Health surveillance as appropriate.
Adequate and suitable storage and disposal facilities
for contaminated waste. Reference procedure PREHS-07 and 28 and the employee handbook.

L

Site Agent
Site Engineer
Foreman
Operative

Al operatives to have full eye contact with plant
operatives at all times.
Survey area before commencing work.
A 2m safe working zone to be maintained at all
times.
Expose cables by hand and identify.
Provide adequate supervision of excavations.
Work permits for digging operations must be
completed prior to excavating

L

Site Agent
Site
Engineer
Foreman
Operative
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Note:






Ensure you have consulted with the most up to date service drawings.
Ensure you have made contact with the relevant service provider.
No work is to commence until all services are identified, moved or protected in agreement with the utility provider.
Ensure you have assessed Traffic Management for the works.
Ensure you have you made arrangements for access and egress to and from the works area.

Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and Control Measures

Emergency
Procedures

In the event of accident:

Discontinue operations immediately
 Observe accident location and status of injured person.
 Notify emergency services and site office immediately. Call supervisor / site agent and medical
assistance. The senior person is to take charge and a first aider will be in attendance.
 If there is a risk of further injury, move person to safety, provided that this can be done without undue risk to
the rescuer or the injured person.
 First aid shall be administered by the first aider.
.
 Make arrangement for the transportation of injured person to the nearest hospital (by ambulance if necessary).

Make scene of accident safe.
 Investigate and report accident (see Site Safety and Health Plan for details).

In the event of a traffic accident occurring adjacent to any of the works, immediately contact one of the JCEL
personnel listed above and report:
 Location of the accident;
 The seriousness of the accident and whether any persons were trapped, whether the collision involves
vehicles carrying inflammable, corrosive or hazardous substances, whether there is a possibility of ignition
from leaking fuel or chemicals.
Additional
Information
.
:

Documents of
Works

Traffic Signs Manual, Chapter 8.
SHWW Act 2005.
SHWW (Construction Regulations) Regulations 2006
SHWW (General Applications) Regulations 2007

Reactive Maintenance Works at Teesan Culvert N15 Sligo.doc
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Tool Box Talk
North West Bridge Term Maintenance No.3
Given By:
Date:
Topics
N15 Teesan Culvert Reactive Maintenance Proposal

Name (Block Capitals)

Signed

Company

Issues Raised

*The above toolbox talk sheet is to be completed prior to the works with the relevant operators and returned
to the Safety File in the Safety Office.
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2nr SDR17 HDPE
180OD Pipes
Fixed to soffit
Downstream Dam,
Pipes Cast into Dam
for Ballast

Proposed Slab
Gravels over completed slab
Mass Concrete Fill below slab

Upstream berm

6" Pump
8" Pump

Top of Dam 500mm - 750mm
above culvert soffit
Water permitted to
attenuate in field as
required (overtop the
banks)

Dam Arranged to
block all water entering culvert

7th January 2021

Re: Application for Derogation to carry out bridge repair works over the Cregg River at
Teesan, Co. Sligo

I am directed by the Minister of State of Environment of the Environment, Climate and
Communications, to refer to your email and attached correspondence concerning the above
matter.
The Minister has no objection to the works being undertaken as set out in the aforementioned
correspondence, subject to the following conditions:
1. All works must be carried out in accordance with the method statement provide. Any
deviation by the contractor from the approved method statement must be agreed
locally with Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI). IFI staff will be authorised to order the
cessation of works should an unacceptable threat to water quality or salmonid survival
arise.
2. All work must be carried out in the dry, during low flow conditions. A plan should be
put in place in case of flood to ensure there is no washing of pollutants into the stream
channel. The weather forecast must be monitored daily.
3. Any water ingress into this work area must be pumped to adjacent vegetated lands or
otherwise treated. There must be no pumping of waters from excavations or the work
area directly into the Cregg River.
4. The pump intake must be fitted with a fine mesh screen to protect aquatic life.
Pumped waters must be discharged at a rate that does not result in erosion of the
stream bed or banks.

Teach Leamháin, Bóthar Ghleann an Iarla, An Cabhán, H12 A8H7
Elm House, Earlsvale Road, Cavan, H12 A8H7
T +353 1 678 2000 | 1890 44 99 00
www.gov.ie/decc

5.

All concrete pouring must be closely monitored and controlled to ensure there is no
overspill. Weather conditions must be monitored to ensure concrete pours only occur
during dry weather conditions. A protective covering for exposed wet concrete must
be available to ensure there is no washing of concrete into surface waters. Shuttering
must be put in place to control concrete flow this must be line with plastic or
otherwise sealed to prevent discharges.

6. The concrete slab must be below the bed level of the stream and backfilled with the
existing bed material, as shown in the drawings provided. The surface of the concrete
slab should be roughened.
7. There must be no discharge of silted waters to the Cregg River as a result of the
proposed works. Silt control measures must be put in place, including silt bags if
required.
8. Sligo County Council must appoint a staff member to be responsible for environmental
issues onsite. This person and all other staff should be familiar with the course of
action to be taken in the event of a potential pollution event. They should also
maintain records of incidents onsite and be responsible for ensuring that the method
statements are being followed and will be required to liaise with IFI staff.
9. All environmental incidents must be immediately notified to IFI.
10. Measures must be put in place to prevent the spread of invasive species as a result of
the proposed works.
11. Notification must be provided to IFI prior to work commencing on site to allow for
supervision,

12. The instream works should be completed within 4 weeks of commencement.
13. A revised method statement, addressing the above points, must be provided to IFI two
weeks prior to works commence on site. All works must be carried out in accordance
with the revised method statement, once approved. Any deviation by the contractor
from the approved method statement must be agreed locally with Inland Fisheries
Ireland (IFI). IFI staff will be authorised to order the cessation of works should an
unacceptable threat to water quality or salmonid survival arise.

…..
2

14. Where present, all fish should be relocated from the work zone and any other
downstream areas which are liable to be impacted by dewatering or direct
disturbance.
15. Works should be undertaken in accordance with any ongoing requirements and
direction of IFI in order to protect fisheries and ecological interests throughout the full
duration of the project.
16. The contractor must liaise with officers of IFI who may advise additional mitigation
measures in the event that salmonid spawning activity occurs adjacent to any of the
work zones.
17. All contractors should appoint a staff member to be responsible for environmental
issues onsite. This person and all other staff should be familiar with the course of
action to be taken in the event of a potential pollution event. They should also
maintain records of incidents onsite and be responsible for ensuring that the method
statements are being followed and will be required to liaise with IFI staff who visit the
site. This person should be present throughout the project.
18. All works should be carried out in the dry.
19. In the event of damage to riparian zones by tracking of machinery or equipment, the
area should be fully restored.
20. The free passage of fish within the River is fully accommodated at all times.
21. In the event of a major flood event requiring the suspension of work, timely steps
must be taken to mitigate any threats to the aquatic environment.
22. The applicant and agents should desist, to the greatest extent possible, from walking
in the general instream area and to avoid walking on instream graveled areas if
present, thereby limiting adverse impact to intra-gravel life stages of salmonids and
other species.
23. The applicant is aware of biosecurity concerns. IFI insists upon strict adherence to the
Biosecurity Protocol for Field Survey Work, whereby equipment must be disinfected
and allowed to dry fully prior to and after use to prevent the spread of disease (for
instance crayfish plague), parasites or invasive species
(http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/Biosecurity/biosecurity-protocol-for-field-surveywork.html) (and as directed by an officer of IFI). The consultants should be mindful of

…..
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the potential occurrence of invasive alien species, either in the watercourse being
surveyed or in the adjoining riparian zone.
24. The contact personnel named below will be authorised to order the cessation of works
should an unacceptable threat to water quality or salmonid survival arise;
25. The consent of the owner of the fishing rights (if any) shall be obtained beforehand.
26. Appropriate health & safety conditions should be observed.
27. Failure to comply with any of the conditions in this Authorisation will lead to its
immediate revocation without payment of compensation to the holder.
28. Measures must be put in place to prevent the spread of invasive species as included in
the method statement.
29. The holders of this authorisation shall indemnify and keep indemnified the State, the
Minister for Communications Energy and Natural Resources, The Minister for Finance,
Inland Fisheries Ireland and its Officers against any claims, arising in any manner
whatsoever in connection with the permission hereby granted.
30. The Contractor shall make every effort to prevent the introduction and spread of
invasive Alien Species and fish disease. Any and all equipment used which has either
come from another water body or it is intended to use in another water body shall be
properly and appropriately steam cleaned and or frozen and or otherwise disinfected
prior to and following usage.

While IFI does not propose to charge for staff time associated with monitoring these works, a
charge will be applied in the event that problems arise requiring significant staff time and
resources.

…..
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Notes on Covid 19
1. It is the responsibility of the holder of this Authorisation to ensure that all works/actions
undertaken by, or on behalf of, the holder comply with national measures in relation to Covid19. This includes all protocols set out in the Government’s Roadmap for the Return to Society
and Business (the Roadmap) and all advice of the National Public Health Emergency Team
(NPHET)

2. It is the responsibility of the holder to ensure any work practices are consistent with updates
to phases of the Roadmap and updates to NPHET advices.

…..
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100

GENERAL NOTES

PROPOSED INVERT SLAB UNDER MASONRY ARCH :
NOMINAL 1800mm WIDE x 300mm DEEP REINFORCED CONCRETE INVERT SLAB. GRADE
C32/40A CONCRETE SLAB REINFORCED WITH A393 MESH TOP AND BOTTOM (MINIMUM
LAP 500mm) WITH 50mm COVER ON NOMINAL 50mm ST4 CONCRETE BLINDING

PROPOSED INVERT SLAB UNDER CONCRETE SLAB :
NOMINAL 1800mm WIDE x 300mm DEEP REINFORCED CONCRETE
INVERT SLAB. GRADE C32/40A CONCRETE SLAB REINFORCED
WITH A393 MESH TOP AND BOTTOM (MINIMUM LAP 500mm) WITH
50mm COVER ON NOMINAL 50mm ST4 CONCRETE BLINDING

ORIGINAL STREAM
BED LEVEL
**

2000

TOP SURFACE OF CONCRETE SLAB TO BE
ROUGHENED TO PREVENT WASH OUT OF
THE REINSTATED BED MATERIAL

PROPOSED REINSTATED
STREAM BED LEVEL

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS
NOTED OTHERWISE

2.

ONLY WRITTEN DIMENSIONS SHALL BE USED. NO
DIMENSIONS SHALL BE SCALED FROM THE
DRAWINGS

3.

ALL LEVELS ARE IN METRES AND ARE TO MALIN
HEAD DATUM

4.

ALL COORDINATES ARE IN METRES AND ARE TO
IRISH TRANSVERSE MERCATOR

5.

DRAWINGS ARE TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE SPECIFICATION

REFER TO DRAWING NOTE 8

3180 UNDER CONCRETE SLAB

9410 UNDER MASONRY ARCH

DRAWING NOTES

1000

10

1.

1.

DIMENSIONS AND QUANTITIES SHOWN ARE
APPROXIMATE AND SHALL BE VERIFIED ON SITE
PRIOR TO WORKS BEING CARRIED OUT. ANY
DISCREPANCY SHALL BE BROUGHT TO THE
ATTENTION OF THE EMPLOYERS REPRESENTATIVE

2.

ANY SITE WON MATERIALS DEEMED NOT SUITABLE
FOR REUSE IN THE WORKS SHALL BE DISPOSED
OFF SITE TO A LICENSED TIP

3.

WORKS TO BE CARRIED OUT IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE AGREED CONTRACTOR'S METHOD STATEMENT

4.

ANY DEBRIS ARISING FROM THE WORKS TO BE
DISPOSED OFF SITE TO A LICENSED TIP

5.

THE WATERCOURSE SHALL BE OVER-PUMPED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONTRACTOR'S
APPROVED METHOD STATEMENT ENSURING THE
WORKS ARE CARRIED OUT IN THE DRY. THERE IS A
KNOWN WATERMAIN CROSSING THE
WATERCOURSE IN THE NEAR VICINITY OF THE
DOWNSTREAM ELEVATION OF THE BRIDGE THAT
HAS CAUSED BUILD-UP OF DEBRIS WITH
CONSEQUENTIAL BLOCKAGE AND RETENTION OF
THE STREAM FLOW CAUSING FLOODING OF
UPSTREAM FARMLANDS, AND DOWNSTREAM
FARMLANDS WHEN THE RETAINED WATER HAS
BEEN RELEASED. OVERPUMPING, AND THE
CONTROLLED DRAWDOWN OF ANY RETAINED
WATER RESULTING FROM ANY SUCH BLOCKAGE IS
TO BE MANAGED IN A MANNER SO AS NOT TO
CAUSE FURTHER FLOODING OF THE FARMLANDS
AND ANY DRAWDOWN OF RETAINED WATER IS TO
PREVENT FURTHER SCOURING OF THE STREAM
CHANNEL UNDER THE BRIDGE, ALL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONTRACTOR'S
APPROVED METHOD STATEMENT. THE
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT REMOVE THE
PIPE/STREAM BLOCKAGE UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES.

6.

THE STREAM CHANNEL/SCOUR PROTECTION
IMMEDIATELY FRONTING THE UPSTREAM ARCH
INVERT SLAB IS TO BE INVESTIGATED WHEN THE
CONSTRUCTION AREA IS DEWATERED. NATURE
AND EXTENT OF APPROPRIATE REMEDIAL WORKS
TO BE DETERMINED AS REQUIRED.

7.

SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE
INVERT SLAB TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
AGREED CONTRACTOR'S METHOD STATEMENT

8.

PROPOSED LEVEL OF TOP OF INVERT SLAB TO BE
CONFIRMED WHEN CONSTRUCTION AREA IS
DEWATERED. CONSTRUCTION OF INVERT SLAB
SHALL NOT UNDERMINE THE EXISTING ABUTMENTS
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ALL COORDINATES ARE IN METRES AND ARE TO
IRISH TRANSVERSE MERCATOR

5.

DRAWINGS ARE TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE SPECIFICATION

1.

DIMENSIONS AND QUANTITIES SHOWN ARE
APPROXIMATE AND SHALL BE VERIFIED ON SITE
PRIOR TO WORKS BEING CARRIED OUT. ANY
DISCREPANCY SHALL BE BROUGHT TO THE
ATTENTION OF THE EMPLOYERS REPRESENTATIVE

2.

ANY SITE WON MATERIALS DEEMED NOT SUITABLE
FOR REUSE IN THE WORKS SHALL BE DISPOSED
OFF SITE TO A LICENSED TIP

3.

WORKS TO BE CARRIED OUT IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE AGREED CONTRACTOR'S METHOD STATEMENT

4.

ANY DEBRIS ARISING FROM THE WORKS TO BE
DISPOSED OFF SITE TO A LICENSED TIP

5.

THE WATERCOURSE SHALL BE OVER-PUMPED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONTRACTOR'S
APPROVED METHOD STATEMENT ENSURING THE
WORKS ARE CARRIED OUT IN THE DRY. THERE IS A
KNOWN WATERMAIN CROSSING THE
WATERCOURSE IN THE NEAR VICINITY OF THE
DOWNSTREAM ELEVATION OF THE BRIDGE THAT
HAS CAUSED BUILD-UP OF DEBRIS WITH
CONSEQUENTIAL BLOCKAGE AND RETENTION OF
THE STREAM FLOW CAUSING FLOODING OF
UPSTREAM FARMLANDS, AND DOWNSTREAM
FARMLANDS WHEN THE RETAINED WATER HAS
BEEN RELEASED. OVERPUMPING, AND THE
CONTROLLED DRAWDOWN OF ANY RETAINED
WATER RESULTING FROM ANY SUCH BLOCKAGE IS
TO BE MANAGED IN A MANNER SO AS NOT TO
CAUSE FURTHER FLOODING OF THE FARMLANDS
AND ANY DRAWDOWN OF RETAINED WATER IS TO
PREVENT FURTHER SCOURING OF THE STREAM
CHANNEL UNDER THE BRIDGE, ALL IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONTRACTOR'S
APPROVED METHOD STATEMENT. THE
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT REMOVE THE
PIPE/STREAM BLOCKAGE UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES.

6.

THE STREAM CHANNEL/SCOUR PROTECTION
IMMEDIATELY FRONTING THE UPSTREAM ARCH
INVERT SLAB IS TO BE INVESTIGATED WHEN THE
CONSTRUCTION AREA IS DEWATERED. NATURE
AND EXTENT OF APPROPRIATE REMEDIAL WORKS
TO BE DETERMINED AS REQUIRED.

7.

SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE
INVERT SLAB TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
AGREED CONTRACTOR'S METHOD STATEMENT

8.

PROPOSED LEVEL OF TOP OF INVERT SLAB TO BE
CONFIRMED WHEN CONSTRUCTION AREA IS
DEWATERED. CONSTRUCTION OF INVERT SLAB
SHALL NOT UNDERMINE THE EXISTING ABUTMENTS
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7th January 2021

Re: Application for Derogation to carry out bridge repair works over the Cregg River at
Teesan, Co. Sligo

,
I am directed by the Minister of State of Environment of the Environment, Climate and
Communications, to refer to your email and attached correspondence concerning the above
matter.
The Minister has no objection to the works being undertaken as set out in the aforementioned
correspondence, subject to the following conditions:
1. All works must be carried out in accordance with the method statement provide. Any
deviation by the contractor from the approved method statement must be agreed
locally with Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI). IFI staff will be authorised to order the
cessation of works should an unacceptable threat to water quality or salmonid survival
arise.
2. All work must be carried out in the dry, during low flow conditions. A plan should be
put in place in case of flood to ensure there is no washing of pollutants into the stream
channel. The weather forecast must be monitored daily.
3. Any water ingress into this work area must be pumped to adjacent vegetated lands or
otherwise treated. There must be no pumping of waters from excavations or the work
area directly into the Cregg River.
4. The pump intake must be fitted with a fine mesh screen to protect aquatic life.
Pumped waters must be discharged at a rate that does not result in erosion of the
stream bed or banks.

Teach Leamháin, Bóthar Ghleann an Iarla, An Cabhán, H12 A8H7
Elm House, Earlsvale Road, Cavan, H12 A8H7
T +353 1 678 2000 | 1890 44 99 00
www.gov.ie/decc

5.

All concrete pouring must be closely monitored and controlled to ensure there is no
overspill. Weather conditions must be monitored to ensure concrete pours only occur
during dry weather conditions. A protective covering for exposed wet concrete must
be available to ensure there is no washing of concrete into surface waters. Shuttering
must be put in place to control concrete flow this must be line with plastic or
otherwise sealed to prevent discharges.

6. The concrete slab must be below the bed level of the stream and backfilled with the
existing bed material, as shown in the drawings provided. The surface of the concrete
slab should be roughened.
7. There must be no discharge of silted waters to the Cregg River as a result of the
proposed works. Silt control measures must be put in place, including silt bags if
required.
8. Sligo County Council must appoint a staff member to be responsible for environmental
issues onsite. This person and all other staff should be familiar with the course of
action to be taken in the event of a potential pollution event. They should also
maintain records of incidents onsite and be responsible for ensuring that the method
statements are being followed and will be required to liaise with IFI staff.
9. All environmental incidents must be immediately notified to IFI.
10. Measures must be put in place to prevent the spread of invasive species as a result of
the proposed works.
11. Notification must be provided to IFI prior to work commencing on site to allow for
supervision,

12. The instream works should be completed within 4 weeks of commencement.
13. A revised method statement, addressing the above points, must be provided to IFI two
weeks prior to works commence on site. All works must be carried out in accordance
with the revised method statement, once approved. Any deviation by the contractor
from the approved method statement must be agreed locally with Inland Fisheries
Ireland (IFI). IFI staff will be authorised to order the cessation of works should an
unacceptable threat to water quality or salmonid survival arise.

…..
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14. Where present, all fish should be relocated from the work zone and any other
downstream areas which are liable to be impacted by dewatering or direct
disturbance.
15. Works should be undertaken in accordance with any ongoing requirements and
direction of IFI in order to protect fisheries and ecological interests throughout the full
duration of the project.
16. The contractor must liaise with officers of IFI who may advise additional mitigation
measures in the event that salmonid spawning activity occurs adjacent to any of the
work zones.
17. All contractors should appoint a staff member to be responsible for environmental
issues onsite. This person and all other staff should be familiar with the course of
action to be taken in the event of a potential pollution event. They should also
maintain records of incidents onsite and be responsible for ensuring that the method
statements are being followed and will be required to liaise with IFI staff who visit the
site. This person should be present throughout the project.
18. All works should be carried out in the dry.
19. In the event of damage to riparian zones by tracking of machinery or equipment, the
area should be fully restored.
20. The free passage of fish within the River is fully accommodated at all times.
21. In the event of a major flood event requiring the suspension of work, timely steps
must be taken to mitigate any threats to the aquatic environment.
22. The applicant and agents should desist, to the greatest extent possible, from walking
in the general instream area and to avoid walking on instream graveled areas if
present, thereby limiting adverse impact to intra-gravel life stages of salmonids and
other species.
23. The applicant is aware of biosecurity concerns. IFI insists upon strict adherence to the
Biosecurity Protocol for Field Survey Work, whereby equipment must be disinfected
and allowed to dry fully prior to and after use to prevent the spread of disease (for
instance crayfish plague), parasites or invasive species
(http://www.fisheriesireland.ie/Biosecurity/biosecurity-protocol-for-field-surveywork.html) (and as directed by an officer of IFI). The consultants should be mindful of

…..
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the potential occurrence of invasive alien species, either in the watercourse being
surveyed or in the adjoining riparian zone.
24. The contact personnel named below will be authorised to order the cessation of works
should an unacceptable threat to water quality or salmonid survival arise;
25. The consent of the owner of the fishing rights (if any) shall be obtained beforehand.
26. Appropriate health & safety conditions should be observed.
27. Failure to comply with any of the conditions in this Authorisation will lead to its
immediate revocation without payment of compensation to the holder.
28. Measures must be put in place to prevent the spread of invasive species as included in
the method statement.
29. The holders of this authorisation shall indemnify and keep indemnified the State, the
Minister for Communications Energy and Natural Resources, The Minister for Finance,
Inland Fisheries Ireland and its Officers against any claims, arising in any manner
whatsoever in connection with the permission hereby granted.
30. The Contractor shall make every effort to prevent the introduction and spread of
invasive Alien Species and fish disease. Any and all equipment used which has either
come from another water body or it is intended to use in another water body shall be
properly and appropriately steam cleaned and or frozen and or otherwise disinfected
prior to and following usage.

While IFI does not propose to charge for staff time associated with monitoring these works, a
charge will be applied in the event that problems arise requiring significant staff time and
resources.

,

…..
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Notes on Covid 19
1. It is the responsibility of the holder of this Authorisation to ensure that all works/actions
undertaken by, or on behalf of, the holder comply with national measures in relation to Covid19. This includes all protocols set out in the Government’s Roadmap for the Return to Society
and Business (the Roadmap) and all advice of the National Public Health Emergency Team
(NPHET)

2. It is the responsibility of the holder to ensure any work practices are consistent with updates
to phases of the Roadmap and updates to NPHET advices.

…..
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